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2
Introduction
Scattering amplitudes of the pipi and piK system at low energies are usually expressed
in terms of scattering lengths. To evaluate the scattering lengths in the framework of QCD
effective Lagrangians or lattice calculations may be used. An effective Lagrangian can be
constructed using the chiral symmetry breaking mechanism and other well established
symmetries. The effective Lagrangian of Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) allows
to calculate S-wave pipi and piK scattering lengths with ∼ 3% and ∼ 10% accuracy,
respectively. For the pipi system these calculations have not yet been tested at this level
of accuracy, but different experiments (DIRAC at CERN, E865 at Brookhaven, KLOE
at DAΦNE) are attempting to measure pipi scattering lengths with a precision of ∼ 5%.
For piK scattering lengths, model independent data are not available, but a clean way to
achieve this goal would be to measure the lifetime τ of hydrogen-like atoms formed by
pi+ and K− (ApiK) or by K
+ and pi− (AKpi). In fact, there exists a precise relationship
between the decay probability of the atom in the ground state into pi0K0 and the S-wave
piK scattering lengths, valid at leading order in isospin breaking:
W (Api+K− → pi
0K0) = C(a1/2 − a3/2)
2 (1)
where a1/2 and a3/2 are the scattering lengths for the isospin 1/2 and 3/2 states, and C
is known at leading order in isospin breaking. Because the decay channel in eq. (1) is by
far the dominant one, CHPT can predict a value for τ by taking into account only this
strong decay: τ ≈ 5 · 10−15 s.
In the pipi case, a precise measurement of scattering lengths provides a crucial test for
the modern concept of chiral symmetry breaking in processes, where only u and d quarks
are involved. On the other hand, a measurement of piK scattering lengths will extend
this test to processes including the s quark as well.
In order to produce the atoms Api+K− and AK+pi− and measure their lifetime, we plan
to use the PS proton beam and the DIRAC setup, presently taking data to measure the
pi+pi− atom (A2pi) lifetime. Step-by-step the setup has to be modified in order to achieve
optimal conditions for detecting piK pairs from ApiK ionisation without affecting the pi
+pi−
data taking.
The following strategy is foreseen:
First step: Detection of Api+K− and AK+pi− , by using the present symmetric setup
geometry, simply upgraded with a new set of threshold Cherenkov counters and with
an additional (third) scintillating fibre plane. These new Cherenkov counters will not
affect the measurements on A2pi, whereas they will allow to detect in the same setup,
simultaneously, also pi+K− and pi−K+ pairs from Api+K− and AK+pi− ionisation in the
target, respectively. This first step will be crucial, since it will allow to verify:
a) the feasibility of ApiK detection and lifetime measurement with the same method as in
the case of A2pi;
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b) the yield of pi+K− pairs from “ionised atoms” in the DIRAC setup;
c) the possibility to detect AK+pi−, since K
+ are heavily contaminated by proton back-
ground. This is a relevant point, since the lifetime of both atoms are equal, and a dedicated
Monte Carlo calculation of p–nucleus interaction predicts an almost twice larger yield of
AK+pi− with respect to that of Api+K−. Hence the gain in statistics is obvious if also AK+pi−
can be detected.
Moreover, since this upgrade does not affect the ordinary A2pi data taking, it can be
implemented in shorter time compared to a dedicated study of ApiK . The step-by-step
upgrade allows to introduce new Cherenkov detectors during the shut-down period at the
end of 2001 and to obtain the required information on ApiK at the end of 2002, while
completing the collection of A2pi data.
Second step: According to the results of data taking during the first upgrade, a dedicated
setup geometry for ApiK detection can be envisaged. Since the pion and kaon from ApiK
breakup have momenta differing by a factor 3.5, an asymmetric setup geometry for the
two arms spectrometer is mandatory in order to optimise the detection of such pairs.
An asymmetric setup will, however, not allow the simultaneous detection of Api+K− and
AK+pi−. According to the results of “first upgrade” measurements a choice should be made.
If the separation of K+ from p proves to be insufficient, the Api+K− configuration, free
from proton background, should be selected. If on the other hand the K+/p separation is
successful, the configuration with the two times higher yield for AK+pi− will be selected.
It is worthwhile to note that, the A2pi yield in the asymmetric configuration (optimised
for ApiK detection), will still not be negligible.
To summarise the second-step upgrade, to be started in 2003, the following action are
foreseen:
— rotation of the secondary channel by an angle of −1.5◦ (in the median setup plane).
— rotation of the downstream detectors in the same plane by +4◦.
— final installation of Cherenkov counters.
— a further (forth) scintillating fibre plane.
— upgrading variants for the upstream (of the magnet) tracking device:
– new triple GEM detector (Gas Electron Multiplier) to replace the present
MSGC (MicroStrip Gas Chamber) with 1 GEM.
– installation of a dedicated small size drift chamber.
– installation of a double-sided silicon microstrip detector.
– combination of the above variants.
— a faster (100 Mbit/s) Ethernet connection among the DAQ computers and between
DAQ host computer and central recorder, to manage the increased trigger rate
foreseen.





1.1 Chiral Symmetry, Chiral Perturbation Theory
and pipi scattering
The theory of strong interaction within the framework of standard model, Quantum
ChromoDynamics (QCD), exhibits two distinct features: asymptotic freedom and colour
confinement. At large momentum transfer, the QCD predictions have successfully been
tested in many reactions, but these results cover only one aspect of the theory, namely the
asymptotic freedom. It is also of great importance to study the non-perturbative region
of QCD in order to fully understand the dynamics of strongly interacting hadrons.
Let us consider QCD with only two flavours: u and d. With the hypothesis of massless
quarks, LQCD is invariant under chiral SU(2)L × SU(2)R transformations. On the other
hand, the observed hadron spectrum suggests that the ground state of the theory (QCD
vacuum) is asymmetric under the action of this group (spontaneous breakdown of the
chiral symmetry). As a consequence of this asymmetry, three massless pseudo-scalar
particles (Goldstone bosons) must appear in the spectrum. The three lightest hadrons,
pi± and pi0, are indeed pseudoscalars, but not exactly massless as appropriate for Goldstone
bosons. To get a mass for the real pions, it is necessary to break the chiral symmetry
SU(2)L × SU(2)R of LQCD by introducing u and d quarks with masses mu and md,
respectively. The Goldstone nature of the pseudoscalar mesons, weakly interacting at
low energy, allows to study their mutual interactions within the framework of an effective
theory, which is formulated in terms of physical fields [WEIN68, WEIN79, LEUT93]
instead of quark and gluon degrees of freedom. The structure of this effective Lagrangian
is determined by Lorentz invariance, P-, C-invariance and by the chiral symmetry. At
low energy the elements of the S-matrix can be evaluated using Chiral Perturbation
Theory (ChPT) [WEIN79, GASS83, LEUT93, LEUT94, CHPT]. ChPT is mathematically
equivalent to QCD [WEIN79, LEUT93], but the effective Lagrangian is constructed as an
expansion in powers of the external momenta and of the quark masses:
Leff ≡ L(2) + L(4) + L(6) + ... (1.1)
where the indices denote the number of derivatives (powers of external momenta) and
quark mass insertions. Within the framework of ChPT, the elastic pipi scattering ampli-
tude is also expressed by an expansion in powers of the external momenta p and of the
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light quark masses:
A = A2 + A4 + A6 + · · · (1.2)
where An is of the order O(p
n). The leading-order term A2 has been calculated by
Weinberg [WEIN66] and the next-to-leading order term A4 by Gasser and Leutwyler
[GASS83]. The calculation of A6 [BIJN96, BIJN97] has been carried out as well (see also
ref. [KNEC95]). Very recently, the values of the S-wave pion-pion scattering lengths with
isospin 0 and 2 were determined with high precision better than 3% [COLA00]:
a0 = 0.220± 0.005; a2 = −0.0444± 0.0010; a0 − a2 = 0.265± 0.004. (1.3)
Here the scattering lengths are given in units of M−1pi+ .
1.2 Quark condensate and pipi scattering
Many years ago it has been assumed [GELL68, GLAS68] that the spontaneous break-
ing of chiral symmetry is due to a strong condensation of quark-antiquark pairs in vacuum.
The quark condensate parameter in the SU(2)L × SU(2)R case




〈0|q¯q|0〉, q = (u, d), (1.4)
is then considered to play a dominant role in the description of the symmetry-breaking
effects. The analogue of this relation in the SU(3)L × SU(3)R ChPT reads as




〈0|q¯q|0〉, q = (u, d, s). (1.5)
A scenario alternative to the standard case — with a weak quark condensation — was
also considered [FUCH91, STER93, KNEC95, SAZD00]. In a recent paper [DESC00] the
influence of the vacuum fluctuations of q¯q pairs on low-energy constants and condensates
was studied.
The assumption of a strong quark condensation together with its consequences has not
been tested experimentally so far. The pipi scattering at low energy is a promising ground
for studying the strength of the quark condensate. The predictions for the pipi scattering
lengths given in eq.1.3 are based on the standard scenario of symmetry breaking (large
condensate) in the SU(2)L × SU(2)R ChPT. Therefore, any substantial deviation of the
measured values of the scattering lengths from the ones given in (1.3) would signal the
breakdown of the standard scenario.
1.3 Lattice Calculations
ChPT exploits only one part of the information contained in the Lagrangian of QCD,
its symmetry properties. Lattice calculations can do more: they allow, in principle, to
evaluate the full set of Green functions at any momentum value in terms of the scale of the
theory and of the quark masses. In particular, it is possible, in principle, to calculate the
unknown low-energy constants which occur in the effective Lagrangian. Unfortunately,
this program has not yet reached the accuracy reached by ChPT. At present, a0 and a2
have been determined with an accuracy of ∼ 10% [FUKU95, AOKI99].
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1.4 Chiral Symmetry, Chiral Perturbation Theory
and piK scattering
The QCD Lagrangian with three flavours u, d and s in the case of massless quark is
invariant under chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R transformations. The 8 pseudo-scalar hadrons
pi, K and η with their masses suggest that:
— QCD vacuum is asymmetric under the action of this group;
— The masses of u, d and s quarks differ from zero and for this reason the QCD
Lagrangian is non-invariant under chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R transformations.
As in the case of pions, the interaction of pions and kaons can be studied using an effective
Lagrangian, whose structure is determined by Lorentz invariance, P-, C-invariance and
by chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry. The Goldstone nature of pseudo-scalar mesons
imply that their interaction at low energy is weak and that they can be studied in the
framework of ChPT. In ChPT, the effective Lagrangian and the elastic piK scattering
amplitude may be expressed as an expansion in powers of the external momenta p and of
u, d and s quark masses:
Leff = L(2) + L(4) + L(6) + · · · (1.6)
A = A2 + A4 + A6 + · · · (1.7)
where L(n) and An are of the order of O(p
n). Since the mass of the s quark is greater
than those of the u and d quarks, the convergence of eq. (1.7) is expected to be slower
than in the case of pipi scattering amplitude. In this framework, one foresees that the
precision of the calculation of the piK scattering lengths is smaller than that of the pipi
scattering lengths for the same order of ChPT calculations. For an alternative method of
calculation, where the expansion is done at a fixed physical value for ms, we refer to ref.
[ROES99].
The study of piK scattering would test our understanding of chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R
symmetry breaking of QCD while the investigation of pipi scattering allows us to perform
the same check on SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry breaking. This is the main difference
between pipi and piK scattering investigations.
The leading contribution in (1.1) and (1.6) is indeed the sum of the chiral invariant
term Linv(2) and of the symmetry breaking term L
noninv
(2) (mass term). In the isospin
symmetric case (mu = md), the pipi scattering amplitude has contributions from both
Linv(2) and L
noninv
(2) while the piK scattering amplitude depends only form L
inv
(2) . On the
other hand, if isospin symmetry is broken (mu 6= md) the pipi amplitude is insensitive to
this effect even at order O(p4), while the piK amplitude (piK → pi0K0) contains a term
B0(md − mu) already at order p
2. This is one of the few cases, where the quark mass
difference md −mu affects a scattering amplitude already at leading order.
The piK scattering amplitude has been evaluated at next-to-leading order using ChPT
[BERN91]. The leading amplitude A2 may be obtained from the tree graph of fig. 1.1a.
The next-to-leading order contribution A4 is due to the one-loop diagrams generated by
L(2) (fig. 1.1c,d) and to the tree graph from L(4) (fig. 1.1b).
For the S-wave piK scattering lengths with isospin 1/2 and 3/2 the following values in
units of M−1pi+ have been predicted [BERN91]:
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Figure 1.1: The piK scattering amplitude in the one loop approximation. The diagrams
a) and b) display the contribution of L(2) and L(4). The graphs c) and d) show one-loop
corrections.
The errors in (1.8) are due to the uncertainties of the low energy constants and to higher
order corrections (L(6) and two-loops). By means of the alternative method mentioned
above, a recent calculation [ROES99] lead to a precise value of
a1/2 − a3/2 = 0.23± 0.01, (1.9)
in good agreement with the previous ones.
1.5 Quark condensate and piK scattering
If the SU(3)L × SU(3)R quark condensate, in the chiral limit, is large 〈0|q¯q|0〉 ≈






− 1 + small corrections ≈ 26 (1.10)
where mˆ = (mu+md)/2, and ms is the mass of the s quark. But if the quark condensate
is small [FUCH91, STER93, KNEC95], then r = ms/mˆ as a free parameter depends on





The value of the quantity (a1/2 − a3/2) may be determined in a measurement of the ApiK
atom lifetime. However, this quantity at leading order and hence the ApiK lifetime do
not depend on r = ms/mˆ. On the other hand, the quantity (2a3/2 + a1/2) which goes to
zero if ms/mˆ ≈ 26 at leading order in ChPT, is sensitive to the deviation of r from the
result in eq. (1.10) [KNEC93]. This combination between a1/2 and b3/2 can be obtained,
in principle, by a measurement of the energy difference between 2S and 2P atomic levels,
because the strong part of this energy difference is proportional to (2a3/2 + a1/2).
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1.6 piK scattering: experimental results
In the 60’s and 70’s several experiments were performed to measure piK scattering
lengths. Most of them were done studying the scattering of kaons off protons or neutrons,
and later also off deuterons. The kaon beams used in these experiments had energies
ranging from 2 to 13 GeV.
The main idea of those experiments was to determine the contribution of the One
Pion Exchange (OPE) mechanism. This allows to obtain the piK scattering amplitude.
Due to kinematical restrictions it is not possible to have an on mass shell propagated pion
(t 6=M2pi , t < 0). Therefore, one has to determine the scattering amplitude for t < 0, and
then extrapolate the results to t =M2pi .
Some of the processes studied are listed below:
K+p→ K+pi−∆++ [TRIP68, MERC71, BING72, MATI74]
K0pi0∆++ [CHLI75, DUNW77, BRAN77, ESTA78]
K+pi+∆0 [DEBA69]
K0pi+p [BAKE75, BALD76, BALD78, MART78]
K+pi+n [DUNW77, ESTA78, BRAN77]
K−p→ K−pi−∆++ [KIRS71, JONG73, LING73, BRAN77, DUNW77,
ESTA78]
K−pi+n [YUTA71, AGUI73, FOX74, LAUS75, GRAE77,
SPIR77, DUNW77, BRAN77, ESTA78]
K−pi0p [AGUI73, GRAE77, SPIR77]
K
0
pi−p [AGUI73, GRAE77, SPIR77, BALD78, MART78]
K+n→ K+pi−p [FIRE72, FOX74, BAKE75]
K0pi+n [BAKE75]
K−n→ K−pi+p [BAKK70, CHO70, ANTI71]
Three methods were used for this extrapolation:
— direct extrapolation of the measured cross-section into the mass shell region [MATI74];
— decomposition of the measured cross-section into spherical functions and their ex-
trapolation into the mass shell region [BING72];
— consideration of all the production processes in the amplitude analysis (not only
OPE) and then extrapolation to the mass shell region [FOX74, BAKE75, ESTA78].
In the first method, a theoretical cross-section σth is constructed, then the ratio
σ̂ = σexp/σth is extrapolated to t = M
2
pi . The final result depends strongly on the
parametrisation chosen for σth. Moreover, this method doesn’t allow one to combine
data from different experiments.
The second method avoids some limitations of the first one. One combines data from
different experiments, but encounters problems with singular behaviour around t = 0.
These problems can lead to incorrect results.
The third method, widely used in later works, is a more complex one. It allows to
combine the results from all the experiments, but this approach is still model dependent.
If one takes into account only S and P waves in piK scattering, eight complex helicity
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amplitudes are needed to construct the global amplitude. Furthermore, only six indepen-
dent quantities can be extracted from the experimental data. Therefore, some parameters
must be fixed using a strong interaction model.
For a more detailed descriptions of these methods we refer to ref. [LANG78].
Table 1.1: Measured piK S-wave scattering lengths for the isospin I = 1/2 state.
reference [BING72] [MATI74] [FOX74] [ESTA78]
a1/2 0.168 0.220± 0.035 0.280± 0.056 0.335± 0.006
Table 1.2: Measured piK S-wave scattering lengths for the isospin I = 3/2 state.
reference [BAKK70] [CHO70] [ANTI71] [KIRS71] [JONG73] [ESTA78]
a3/2 −0.085 −0.092 −0.078 −0.096 −0.072 −0.14± 0.07
Since the energy regions, where the amplitudes were measured, were not very close to
threshold (approximately m(piK) ∼ 0.7− 2 GeV), the method as described in [LANG78]
to obtain predictions for the low energy parameters, had to be used. Table 1.1 and
1.2 show the results for S-wave scattering lengths obtained by different analyses. Large
fluctuations in these results and some inconsistency are evident.
Later experiments determined the behaviour of piK scattering near threshold using
advanced methods based on dispersion relations. Unfortunately, the results are still not
free from inconsistencies (see table 1.3).
Table 1.3: piK scattering lengths determined by using dispersion relations.
reference [LANG77] [JOHA78] [KARA80]
a1/2 0.237 0.240± 0.002 0.13± 0.09
a3/2 −0.074 −0.05± 0.06 −0.13± 0.03
As can be seen from the results above, threshold parameters of piK scattering are
barely known. According to table 1.3 containing data, evaluated by using dispersion
relation techniques, the experimental values for a1/2 lie in the range 0.13 to 0.24 and for
a3/2 in −0.13 to −0.05. This means, that these values are only known within a factor
2. New precise measurements of piK threshold parameters are badly needed in order to
improve the understanding of piK processes. One possibility would be to measure the piK-
atom lifetime and then to extract the difference |a1/2 − a3/2|. In ref. [KARA80], exactly
this scattering length combination was determined taking advantage of the forward sum
rule and exploiting measured phase shifts. The allowed range of values was found to be




. After 20 years and after tremendous progress in theory
(ChPT), a direct as well as more precise measurement of this quantity is by far due.
As pointed out in ref. [BERN91], more precise empirical information on the threshold
parameters of piK scattering would give us a chance to test crucially the low-energy
structure of QCD.
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1.7 ApiK atomic states as a source
of model-independent data
on piK S-wave scattering lengths
The by far dominant decay process for ApiK atoms is:
ApiK → pi
0 +K0. (1.12)
For ApiK with principal quantum number n and orbital angular momentum l=0, the
















where ∆m = (MK−+Mpi+)− (Mpi0+MK0), µ =
MK− ·Mpi+
MK− +Mpi+
is the reduced atomic mass
and Ψn,0 is the Coulomb wave function of ApiK at zero distance. The ellipses denote isospin
breaking corrections, which could be evaluated in the same way as done for the A2pi decay
probability [LUBO97, JALL99, IVAN99, GALL99, GASS99]. These corrections for ApiK
have not yet been worked out. Nevertheless, it is expected that they can be determined
rather precisely improving the accuracy of eq. (1.13) to few % [GASS00]. Corrections to
relation (1.13) in the A2pi case have been studied also in a potential approach [MOOR95,
GASH98], and the same procedure is applicable to ApiK .
Substituting the piK scattering length values from (1.8) into eq. (1.13), one obtains,
at leading order in isospin breaking, the ApiK lifetime in the ground state
τ1,0 ≡ τ = 4.7 · 10
−15 s. (1.14)






where pB is the Bohr momentum of ApiK , pB = αµ and α is the fine structure constant.
Using expression (1.13) and (1.15) one gets:
τn,0 = τ1,0 · n
3. (1.16)
If the orbital angular momentum is l > 0, then annihilation is suppressed by a factor α2
and the lifetimes of these states are larger by a factor ∼ 104. Hence, ApiK annihilation
takes place practically only from l = 0 state with the lifetime given by eq. (1.16). By
measuring the annihilation probability of the atom and knowing the distribution of ApiK
as a function of n, we obtain the lifetime τ and, finally, extract a value for |a1/2 − a3/2|










Therefore, if we measure τ with a precision of 20%, it will be possible to determine the
value of the difference |a1/2 − a3/2| with a precision of 10%.
The energy difference between the atomic levels 2S and 2P consists of an electromag-
netic component, ∆Eem2S−2P = −0.29 eV [KARI86] and a strong component ∆E
S
2S−2P ∝
2a1/2+ a3/2. By taking the piK scattering lengths from (1.8), we get ∆E
S
2S−2P = −0.9 eV
[EFIM87]. This latter difference is sensitive to the value of quark condensate and, in
principle, can be experimentally measured [NEME85].
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Chapter 2
ApiK production in p-nucleus
interaction at 24 GeV
The relations to calculate the production probabilities for A2pi, ApiK and any other
hydrogen-like atom, starting from the inclusive production cross-sections of the particles
forming these atomic states, can be found in [NEME85]. In the same paper a method to
observe these atoms and measure their lifetime is proposed. Estimates are given for the
yields of atoms produced in pp-collisions at a beam energy of 70 GeV and an atom emission
angle of 8.4◦ in the lab system. The experimental existence of A2pi has been demonstrated
at the U-70 accelerator [AFAN93] at Serpukhov in p-Ta collisions at Ep = 70 GeV and
an emission angle of 8.4◦ in the lab system. This experiment allowed to estimate the A2pi
lifetime [AFAN94]. At present a precise determination (10%) of this lifetime is carried
out by the DIRAC experiment at CERN.
The calculations by Nemenov [NEME85] have been extended to obtain the yields and
momentum spectra of piK atoms in p-nucleus collision at Ep=24, 70 and 450 GeV for a
set of angles from 1◦ to 6◦ [GORC00].
2.1 Basic relations
The cross-section of atom production is proportional to the double inclusive production
cross-sections for the two constituents with small relative momentum. Atomic states
can only be formed by two particles arising from short-lived sources (ρ, ω, ∆. . . ), since
their decay lengths are much smaller than the Bohr radius of the atom. In general, the
differential production cross-section for such pairs is enhanced at small relative momenta,
due to their Coulomb interaction in the final state. Therefore, they are called “Coulomb
pairs”.
There exists another category of pairs, which contain at least one particle from long-
lived sources (η, η′, Λ, K0s , Σ
±. . . ) with decay lengths much larger than the Bohr atomic
radius. Hence they are not sensitive to the Coulomb and also not to strong interaction in
the final state, and are called “non-Coulomb pairs”.






















where ~pA, EA andMA are the momentum, energy and mass of the atom in the lab system,
respectively; |Ψn(0)|
2 = p3B/pin
3 is the square of the atomic wave function (without taking
into account strong interaction between the particles forming the atom, i.e. pure Coulomb
wave function), calculated at the origin for an atom of principal quantum number n and
orbital angular momentum l = 0; pB is the Bohr momentum of the particles forming the
atom; dσ0s/d~p1d~p2 is the double inclusive production cross-section for pairs from short-
lived sources not considering the Coulomb final state interaction; ~p1 and ~p2 are pion and
kaon momenta in the lab system, respectively. The momenta must obey with a very good
approximation the relations: ~p1 =
Mpi
MA
~pA and ~p2 =
MK
MA
~pA (Mpi and MK are the masses
of the two mesons). According to the n−3 behaviour of |Ψn(0)|
2, the atomic populations




Neglecting Coulomb interaction in the final state, the double inclusive cross-section











where dσ/d~p1 and dσ/d~p2 are the pion and kaon inclusive cross-sections, σin is the inelastic
cross-section of hadron production, R is a correlation function due to strong interactions
in the final state..










From eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), after substituting the expression for |Ψn(0)|
2 and
summing over n, one obtains an expression for the inclusive yield of atoms in all S–states
from the inclusive yields of pions and kaons:
d2NA
dpAdΩ















is the reduced mass of the ApiK , α is the fine structure constant,
and Ω is the solid angle.
2.2 Comparison of experimental and calculated
particle yields
We have used the program Fritiof 6.0 [NILS87] to obtain the yields of pi and K
mesons. Fritiof is a generator for hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
collisions, and it makes use of Jetset 7.3 code [SJOS87] based on the Lund string
fragmentation model.
A detailed test of the Fritiof 6.0 results at the energy of 24 GeV has been made by
comparing the calculated and the experimental yields of p, pi+, pi−, K+ and K−, reported
in paper [EICH72], in the range of emission angles and momenta of our setup. The
comparison shows that the deviation of the calculated yields from the data is less than
20%. Thus, the precision of the calculated yields of ApiK and A2pi is better than 40%.
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Similar calculations performed with Fritiof 7.02, the latest version of Fritiof,
show big disagreements for K+, K− and p yields. The p yield is the worst case, and since
Fritiof 6.0 fits well the experimental p data, we decided to use it for our calculations.
This difference in the behaviour of the two programs can probably be explained by the
fact, that Fritiof 7.02 was developed for higher energies and higher p⊥.
2.3 ApiK and A2pi yields
Using the particle yields calculated by Fritiof 6.0 for the short-lived sources, we
have obtained the distributions of the atom yields versus the atom momentum at different
angles. The correlation coefficient, due to strong interaction for pi+pi− pairs with same
momenta, has the value R = 1.65 ± 0.05 [GRIS82, URIB94]. For piK pairs, R is not
known and is put to 1 in our calculations.
The yield for ApiK in the present DIRAC setup is strongly suppressed by the geometry
of the spectrometer, which is optimised to detect identical particles of equal momentum.
Hence, it is necessary to tune the kaon spectrometer arm to higher momentum with
respect to the pion arm. For this reason a rotation of the secondary (particle) channel
and a rearrangement of the downstream detectors have to be performed. Moreover, this
will make not possible to detect simultaneously Api+K− and Api−K+. The detection of
Api+K− is more clean, since the detection of the corresponding antiatom (Api−K+) shows
a much less favourable signal-to-background ratio [ADEV95]. Therefore, all following
calculations and studies, concerning a modified experimental setup, have been focused on
the detection of Api+K−.
The results of the simulations are presented in fig. 2.1–2.3. In fig. 2.1 the yields of
Api+K− are shown for the reaction p+Ni→ Api+K−+X at the proton energy Ep = 24 GeV
for the present setup and for the modified one. The corresponding values for AK+pi− and
A2pi are shown in fig. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
In table 2.1 the yields of A2pi, Api+K− and AK+pi− are shown for the present setup
and two setup modifications: rearrangement of only downstream detectors and rotation
of both secondary channel and downstream detectors (referred as “modified” setup). It
is worth to note that both Api+K− and AK+pi− can be detected by the present setup. On
the other hand an asymmetrical setup geometry can only be optimised for the detection
of either Api+K− or AK+pi−. The yield of Api+K− as a function of the magnetic field is
presented in table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Yields of detected A2pi, Api+K− and AK+pi− (NA per 1 p− Ni interaction)
calculated for different modifications of the setup.
Setup Present Rotated Both channel and
modification setup detectors detectors rotated
A2pi 1.8 · 10
−9 1.4 · 10−9 2.5 · 10−10
Api+K− 1.8 · 10
−11 5.2 · 10−11 5.8 · 10−11
AK+pi− 3.2 · 10
−11 9.6 · 10−11 10.5 · 10−11
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Figure 2.1: Yields of Api+K− for the reaction p + Ni → Api+K− +X at the proton energy
Ep = 24 GeV as a function of the atom momentum. Solid lines show Api+K− emitted into
the angular aperture of the secondary channel. Dashed lines refer to atoms detected by
the DIRAC setup (all atoms ionised). The left figure corresponds to the present setup, the
right one to the modified setup.
Figure 2.2: Yields of AK+pi− for the reaction p + Ni → AK+pi− +X at the proton energy
Ep = 24 GeV as a function of the atom momentum. Solid lines show AK+pi− emitted into
the angular aperture of the secondary channel. Dashed lines refer to atoms detected by
the DIRAC setup (all atoms ionised). The left figure corresponds to the present setup, the
right one to the modified setup.
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Figure 2.3: Yields of A2pi for the reaction p + Ni → A2pi +X at the proton energy Ep =
24 GeV as a function of the atom momentum. Solid lines show A2pi emitted into the
angular aperture of the secondary channel. Dashed lines refer to atoms detected by the
DIRAC setup (all atoms ionised). The left figure corresponds to the present setup, the
right one to the modified setup.
Table 2.2: Yield of Api+K− (NA per 1 p−Ni interaction), detected by the modified setup
as a function of the magnetic field (H0 = 1.65 T is the current value of the magnetic
field).
H/H0 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
ApiK 5.8 · 10
−11 6.2 · 10−11 6.4 · 10−11 6.3 · 10−11 5.7 · 10−11
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Chapter 3
Detection of relativistic ApiK and
lifetime measurement
The method for detecting ApiK is based on the observation of piK pairs from the
atom breakup (ionisation) which occurs in the production target. The main feature of
these ”atomic pairs” is their low relative momentum in the centre of mass system (Q <
4 MeV/c). For a given target thickness and ApiK momentum, the breakup probability of
the piK atom is a unique function of τ , the lifetime in the ground state (see chapter 4).
Therefore, the measurement of this breakup probability allows to investigate the atom
lifetime [NEME85].
The breakup probability is the ratio between the number of ionised and the number
of produced ApiK : Pbr = nA/NA. The value of nA can be extracted from the analysis of
the experimental Q-distribution of all free and atomic piK pairs, whereas the value of NA
is related to the number of free pairs with low relative momentum.
The Q distribution of all piK pairs, produced in proton-nucleus interactions in the
target, is described in the form:






where Q is the relative momentum in the piK centre of mass system, and N shortreal is the
number of piK pairs originating from short-lived sources (ρ, K∗, φ, fragmentation,...:
fig. 3.1c). These pairs are called ”Coulomb pairs” because of the significant Coulomb
and also strong interaction in the final state. The quantity N longreal is the number of piK
pairs with at least one particle originating from long-lived sources (η, η′,...), where no
significant final state interaction takes place — thus they are called ”non-Coulomb pairs”
(fig. 3.1b). Finally, nA is the number of piK pairs as a result of the ionisation or breakup
of ApiK .
Accidental piK pairs are uncorrelated in time (fig. 3.1a), i.e. they are neither affected
by Coulomb nor strong interaction in the final state. Hence, they can be used to describe
the distribution of free piK pairs. If we denote dNacc/dQ ≡ Φ(Q), the Q distribution of


























Figure 3.1: Production diagrams of accidental pairs a), of pairs from long-lived sources
b) and of pairs from short-lived sources c). Accidental pairs and pairs originating from
long-lived sources have the same relative Q distribution.
dNreal/dQ = AΦ(Q)︸ ︷︷ ︸ + BΦ(Q)(1 + kQ)AC(Q)︸ ︷︷ ︸ =
long short
= BΦ(Q) [(1 + kQ)AC(Q) + f ] , f = A/B (3.2)
where the terms (1 + kQ) and AC(Q) take into account strong and Coulomb final-state
interaction, respectively [SAKH48]. The Coulomb correlation function, AC(Q), is known
from theory with a precision of ∼ 0.5% [BAYE69], whereas B, k, f are free parameters,
and Φ(Q) is the measured spectrum of accidentals.
The experimental distribution dNreal/dQ of real piK pairs will be fitted by the function
(3.2) for values Q > 4 MeV/c, where no atomic pairs are expected. The values of the fit
parameters B, k and f are then used to determine the total number of free pairs (Nreal)
in the region 0 ≤ Q ≤ 3 MeV/c. Finally, the number of atomic pairs nA in the interval
0 ≤ Q ≤ 3 MeV/c is obtained by subtracting Nreal from the total number of piK pairs
collected in this interval. The Q distribution of atomic pairs can be theoretically predicted
and used to determine the total number of atomic pairs for any value of Q:
nA = nA(Q ≤ 3 MeV/c) + nA(Q > 3 MeV/c). (3.3)
From the best value of the fit parameters B and k, we can also determine the total
number of Coulomb pairs (N shortreal ) in the region 0 ≤ Q ≤ 3 MeV/c. The strong part in
the production of Coulomb pairs with Q ≤ 3 MeV/c as well as in the production of ApiK
is the same (fig. 3.2) and so cancels out in the ratio NA/N
short
real . Therefore, the number of







Figure 3.2: Diagrams of Coulomb pairs and ApiK . Both have the same strong production
contribution for Q ≤ 3 MeV/c
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piK pairs and continuum pairs [AFAN97, AFAN99A], i.e. via the relation:
NA = 0.665 ·N
short
real (Q ≤ 3 MeV/c) (3.4)
This procedure was used in our previous experiment, where first experimental evidence
for A2pi was found and a lifetime estimation was made [AFAN93].
The lifetime dependence of the ApiK breakup probability P
theor
br can be calculated with a
precision ∼ 1% for any target (see next chapter). The ApiK lifetime, τ , will be determined





Interaction of relativistic piK atoms
with matter
The interaction of the hydrogen-like relativistic atoms, formed by elementary particles,
with the material of the production target is the key point for the observation and lifetime
measurement of these atoms. In the approach proposed by Nemenov [NEME85], the
atoms are detected via the low relative momentum pairs, produced from atom breakup
(ionisation). To obtain the atom lifetime one has to measure the ratio between the
number of “ionised atoms” and the number of produced atoms (called the atom breakup
probability) and then to use the calculated dependency of Pbr on the lifetime. In order to
get a precise evaluation of the atom lifetime it is crucial to perform an accurate calculation
of the atom breakup probability in target materials.
The method to relate the breakup probability with the atom lifetime was originally
developed for pi+pi− atoms [AFAN93, AFAN94, ADEV95] and consists of two main steps:
— calculation of the interaction cross-sections of the relativistic hydrogen-like atoms
with ordinary atoms;
— description of the evolution of the atom state population, as it traverses the target
to evaluate the breakup probability.
In this chapter we shortly describe the application of this method to piK atom.
The results on the breakup probability allow to select the optimal target for the ApiK
observation and lifetime measurement.
4.1 ApiK interactions with target atoms
After production in hadron-nucleus interaction, ApiK interacts with the atoms of the
target material, in which they are travelling. The electromagnetic cross-sections of the
ApiK ground state with target atoms are of the order of 10
−21 cm2 (1 kbarn). Strong
interaction cross-sections are much smaller and can be neglected.
Since the electromagnetic interaction depends on the charge as Z2, the cross-section
with the atom electrons is Z times smaller than with nuclei. Indeed exact calculations,
performed for interactions of piK atoms with different materials [AFAN91], show that
the precision of this simple estimation is sufficient. For target materials with Z about
30, which are considered below, the correction due to ApiK electromagnetic interaction
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with electrons (the so-called incoherent scattering) leads to a cross-section increase of
∼2%. In the following we do not take into account this contribution, but for more precise
calculations it should be considered (see also the following remark about Hartree–Fock
calculations).
The projectile atom interacts dominantly with the electric field of the target atoms
(Coulomb interaction). The interaction via the magnetic field arising due to the Lorentz
boost is small enough. In ref. [MROW87, DENI87], it has been shown that for the
interaction of relativistic ApiK with Cu the total cross-section of the magnetic interaction
compared with the electric one is 0.8% only, and hence is not considered here.
To describe the Coulomb interaction of the ApiK with the target atoms, we use the
first Born approximation [AFAN96], considering only single photon exchange. For these
calculations the form factors of arbitrary discrete-discrete transitions of a hydrogen-like
atom have been derived in a closed analytical form [AFAN93A, AFAN96]. The precision
of this approach is of the order (Zα)2. Hence, this leads to an accuracy of 4% for
target materials with Z about 30. For A2pi the total cross-sections have been calculated
more accurately using the Coulomb-modified Glauber approximation [TARA91, AFAN99,
IVAN99A]. This allows to take into account all multi-photon exchanges and provides a
much higher accuracy. It has been shown [AFAN99], that following this approach, all
the computed cross-sections are smaller than those evaluated in the Born approximation.
The difference ranges from 1.5% for titanium (Z = 22) up to 14% for tantalum (Z = 73).
Thus, the accuracy of the first Born approximation is sufficient for low-Z target materials,
discussed below. Nevertheless, additional calculations, using the Glauber approach, are
in progress.
The calculation accuracy of the electromagnetic cross-sections depends also on the
precision the form factors of target atoms. In our calculation [AFAN96] we use the
Moliere parametrisation of the Thomas–Fermi potential (TFM) [MOLI47]. However,
more accurate representations of these form factors, based on the self-consistent field
method of Hartree–Fock [HUBB75, HUBB79, SALV87], are available. Calculations of
ApiK interaction with various materials, performed using both methods [AFAN91], have
shown that the cross-sections, calculated with the TFM parametrisation, are larger by
∼ 1% for the ApiK ground state and slightly more for the excited states than those obtained
using the Hartree–Fock approach. On the other hand, since we neglect the incoherent part
of the interactions, which is of the same order of magnitude, the total uncertainty of the
calculated cross-section does not exceed 1÷ 2%, at least for the low lying states of ApiK .
In a recent paper [HALA99], cross-sections for pi+pi− atoms have been calculated
using Hartree–Fock form factors at first-order of perturbation theory. For a Ni target, the
difference between these cross-sections and our calculations [AFAN96] varies from −1%,
for the ground state, up to 15% for states with principal quantum number n = 10. In
spite of such large difference (see [HALA99] for discussion), the A2pi breakup probability,
calculated with both sets of cross-sections [AFAN00], differs only by 0.6%. Therefore, one
can conclude that only the cross-section accuracy for low lying atomic states is significant
for a precise determination of the atom breakup probability.
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4.2 Passage of ApiK through the target material
and target choice
In this section we shortly describe the procedure to calculate the ApiK breakup proba-
bility, using the method developed for A2pi [AFAN96]. There will be given some numerical
results in order to select the target material.
Using the calculated total and excitation cross-sections, the evolution of the atomic
state populations during piK atom passage through the target can be described by a
set of differential equations. The lifetime and momentum of ApiK are parameters of this
set of equations. Since the atom can get excited or deexcited in the interaction, an
exact solution for any state may only be obtained as a solution of the infinite set of
equations. However, since the most probable transitions are between nearest states, we
can establish an upper limit to the number of equations without affecting significantly
the accuracy of the result. Thus we have considered only states with principal quantum
number n ≤ 10. In this limit the number of states, having a non-zero population (in the
first Born approximation), is 220. The populations of all states, with principal quantum
number n ≤ 10, as a function of the target thickness have been found by solving the set
of differential equations. These quantities takes into account ApiK interaction with the
target atoms and ApiK annihilations.
The sum of these populations gives the probability for ApiK to survive in one of the
finite states with n ≤ 10, Pfin. The total populations of all other atomic states with n > 10,
Ptail, has been estimated extrapolating from the populations calculated for n ≤ 10. Since
piK atoms annihilate dominantly from 1S state [NEME85] and the population of the first
few states is known with high accuracy, the probability of ApiK annihilation Panh is known
very precisely. Having calculated the probabilities for ApiK to survive or to annihilate, the
remainder is the ApiK breakup probability Pbr:
Pbr = 1− Pfin − Ptail − Panh. (4.1)
The accuracy of the Pbr calculation is estimated to be not worst than 0.5%. In this
way, the ApiK breakup probability can be calculated in any target as a function of the atom
momentum and lifetime. All the results presented below are obtained with this procedure.
For a detailed discussion about the procedure accuracy, see [ADEV95, AFAN96].
In all calculations the ApiK momentum has been fixed to the value 6.5 GeV/c, which
corresponds to the mean momentum of the atoms, entering the experimental setup. The
calculations have been performed for the set of targets, already used by the DIRAC
experiment. Their thickness was selected in order to provide the same multiple scattering
contribution.
In fig. 4.1 the ApiK breakup probability is shown as a function of the atom lifetime
for several targets. Fig. 4.2 shows the lifetime dependence of the relative uncertainty,
∆Pbr/Pbr, corresponding to a 20% accuracy in the determination of the ApiK lifetime.
The number of produced ApiK , which can provide the required accuracy, can be roughly
estimated to be proportional to (∆Pbr/Pbr)
−2. Fig. 4.3 shows the lifetime dependence on
the number of produced piK atoms, necessary to get the same accuracy in the lifetime
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Figure 4.1: ApiK breakup probability as a function of the atom lifetime for different targets
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Figure 4.2: Relative accuracy, necessary for the breakup probability, ∆Pbr/Pbr, to obtain
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Figure 4.3: Number of ApiK , versus the atom lifetime, necessary to provide the same
accuracy in the lifetime measurements, for different targets.
The Pbr dependence on the atom momentum shown in fig. 4.4 illustrates that all
above results will not change significantly if the average ApiK momentum will differ from
the value used in the above calculation.
Table 4.1 shows some numerical results. For different target materials with nucleus
charge Z and for the ApiK ground state the total cross-sections σ
tot
1S and the corresponding
interaction lengths λint are given. The calculations have been done assuming the ApiK
lifetime 4.7·10−15 s and the ApiK momentum of 6.5 GeV/c, corresponding to an annihilation
length λanh = 15.1µm. For a given target thickness S, the following numbers are reported:
the total population Pfin of all states with n ≤ 10, the “tail” population Ptail, the ApiK
annihilation Panh and breakup Pbr probabilities, and the relative uncertainty ∆Pbr/Pbr to
obtain the lifetime with 20% accuracy.
From fig. 4.1 one can conclude, that the Pt target seems to be most suitable for the
ApiK observation, since it provides the highest yield of “atomic pairs”. Figures 4.2 and 4.3
show, that for the expected value of the ApiK lifetime around 5 · 10
−15 s, the Ti, Ni and
Table 4.1:
Z σtot1S cm
2 λint µm S µm Pfin Ptail Panh Pbr ∆Pbr/Pbr
Be 04 6.14·10−23 1307 2042 0.020 3.8·10−4 0.885 0.095 6.4·10−2
Al 13 5.94·10−22 278 560 0.041 4.9·10−4 0.801 0.157 6.2·10−2
Ti 22 1.63·10−21 107 251 0.067 5.8·10−4 0.713 0.219 7.2·10−2
Ni 28 2.59·10−21 41.9 95 0.131 8.3·10−4 0.559 0.310 7.3·10−2
Mo 42 5.63·10−21 27.4 85 0.125 7.3·10−4 0.493 0.381 7.2·10−2
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Figure 4.4: ApiK breakup probability as a function of the atom momentum for the ApiK
lifetime fixed to 4.7 · 10−15 s.
Mo targets provide almost equal sensitivities for the lifetime measurement. Moreover,
with these three targets, a comparable statistics is required to measure the ApiK lifetime
with the desired accuracy in a range of the lifetimes much wider than the theoretically
estimated uncertainty.
The sensitivities for the lifetime measurement are almost the same for A2pi and ApiK :
the value ∆Pbr/Pbr = 7 · 10
−2, obtained for A2pi produced in Ni target, can be compared
to the corresponding value, shown in the last column of table 4.1 for ApiK .
4.3 Relative momentum distribution of “atomic pairs”
The precise knowledge of the relative momentum distribution for the pairs, originating
from the atom breakup (“atomic pairs”) is crucial in order to determine the overall number
of produced piK atoms in the target. Fig. 4.5 shows distributions for 1S and 2S states
for A2pi and ApiK , calculated in a dipole approximation. These distributions reflect the
momentum distributions before the atom breakup. Those from excited states are narrower
than those from the ground one, and the ApiK spectra are wider than the corresponding
A2pi ones, because of the higher Bohr momentum for ApiK .
However, the initial distributions are significantly modified by multiple scattering
inside the target. Results of a simulation for A2pi show, that only the 1S distribution
contributes to the width of the total distribution, whereas the effect of the other states
is completely invisible. For ApiK the final momentum distribution will be even wider.
Hence, the atomic piK pairs will be spread over a larger range of relative momenta, and
the effect of “background”, associated to free pairs, will be larger. This point sets a limit
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Figure 4.5: Relative momentum distributions for pairs from atom breakup for pi+pi− and
piK-atoms, being initially in 1S and 2S states.
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Chapter 5
The present DIRAC setup
5.1 General description
The aim of the DIRAC experiment is to detect pi+pi− pairs with very small opening
angles and therefore is designed to measure their relative momentum with high precision ∼
1 MeV/c. To accomplish this task a double arm magnetic spectrometer was commissioned
during October – November 1998 at the T8 experimental area of the CERN PS East Hall
(fig. 5.1).
The proton beam intensity can be varied from 0.5 · 1011 to 3 · 1011 protons per spill;
the proton spill length is ≈ 0.4 s; the beam dimensions in the vertical and horizontal
planes are 2 and 3 mm at 2σ, respectively, and the beam has no large halo. The East Hall
radiation shielding allows to withstand average beam intensities up to 2.7 · 1010 protons
per second.
Figure 5.1: East Hall general view.
A view of the DIRAC setup inside the radiation shielding is shown in fig. 5.2. A top
view of the setup with indication of the different components is shown in fig. 5.3.
The magnetic spectrometer is arranged on a secondary particle channel, inclined
upwards by 5.7◦ with respect to the incoming proton beam direction (fig. 5.5), and
the channel aperture is 1.2 msr. The 24 GeV/c PS proton beam entering the DIRAC
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Figure 5.2: The DIRAC setup and the radiation shielding.
experimental setup encounters the nuclear target station, where A2pi atoms are produced.
This system consists of several target materials (Be, Al, Ti, Ni, Mo, Pt and Pb), that can
be placed alternatively across the beam by rotating a remotely controlled support device.
To track the produced pion pairs, a first set of detectors is placed upstream of the
spectrometer magnet:
— 4 planes of MicroStrip Gas Chambers (MSGC) with Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM);
— a Scintillating Fibre Detector (SFD);
— an Ionisation Hodoscope (IH).
The pi+pi− pairs are then bent in the horizontal plane by a dipole magnet (1.65 T).
Downstream the magnet two identical detector arms have been constructed both including
the following detectors:
— 4 modules of Drift Chambers (DC1–DC4);
— a Vertical Hodoscope (VH);
— a Horizontal Hodoscope (HH);
— a threshold gas Cherenkov counter (C);
— a Preshower counter (PSh);
— a Muon identification system (Mu).
The top, side and isometric views of the DIRAC setup are shown in figs. 5.4, 5.5 and
5.6.
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5.2 The DIRAC sub-detectors
5.2.1 Detectors upstream of the magnet
The Microstrip Gas Chambers
The detector consists of 4 planes of MSGC with GEM. The four planes have an
orientation of 0◦, 90◦, 5◦ and 85◦ in the plane perpendicular to the secondary beam axis.
The total number of channels is 2048. Each chamber has a gas gap of 6 mm divided into
two 3 mm regions by means of a GEM foil with a 140 µm pitch pattern of holes with
50/70 µm (internal/external) hole diameters. The microstrip plate is made of 200 µm
pitch Chromium strips on a bare Desag D263 glass, with 9 µm and 100 µm anode and
cathode width, respectively. The gas employed is a mixture of Ar–DME.
The front end electronics currently used is the APC64 [HORI93, GOME97] with analog
readout.
The number of detector dead channels is around 1% and no significant deterioration
due to radiation has been observed since their installation. The efficiency for a standard
detector is around 93% , and single hit resolution is 54 µm. This detector is important to
get a resolution in the transverse components of the pion pair c.m.s. relative momentum
below 1 MeV/c, thus providing high resolution tracking upstream the magnet.
Figure 5.3: Schematic top view of the DIRAC spectrometer. Moving from the target station
toward the magnet there are: four MicroStrip Gas Chamber (MSGC), two Scintillating
Fibre Detectors (SFD) and an Ionisation Hodoscope (IH). Downstream the dipole magnet,
on each arm of the spectrometer, are located: 4 modules of Drift Chambers (DC), a Vertical
and a Horizontal Hodoscope (VH, HH), a Cherenkov counter (C), a Preshower detector
(PSh) and, behind an iron absorber, a Muon counter (Mu).
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Figure 5.4: Setup top view with the radiation shielding boundaries (each division
corresponds to one meter).
Figure 5.5: Setup side view.
Figure 5.6: DIRAC setup isometric view. The radiation shielding boundaries are drawn
on the floor.
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The Scintillating Fibre Detector
The SFD, made of 0.5 mm diameter scintillating fibres, contains 2 planes (X and Y).
Five fibres, forming one sensitive column parallel to z axis, are mapped to one channel of
Hamamatsu H6568 16 channel position-sensitive photomultiplier (PSPM). Each plane of
size 104 mm by 104 mm contains 240 sensitive columns and is viewed by 15 PSPM’s. This
counter having a good spatial resolution (127 µm r.m.s) and also a good time resolution
(550 ps r.m.s) is used for both triggering and tracking. In the tracking, the counter is
used to detect a pair of hits with a relative distance ≤ 9 mm. In the tracking, despite its
moderate spatial resolution as a tracking device, this counter was shown to be very useful
in reconstructing atomic pairs thanks to its high efficiency, low background, and capacity
to tell the hit timing. Through 1999–2000 runs, this counter was proven to possess a very
high reliability even in a high beam intensity environment.
The Ionisation Hodoscope
The IH is made of two layers of 16 vertical scintillator slabs (10 cm high, 6 mm wide
and 2 mm thick). This detector discriminates at the second trigger level the double
ionisation signals expected for close pairs from A2pi.
5.2.2 Detectors downstream of the magnet
The Drift Chambers
The DC system consists of four chamber modules per arm. The first module (DC1)
has a frame common to both arms; it has two active regions of 40 × 80 cm2 housing 6
planes of signal wires (X, Y, W, X′, Y′, W′). Three modules are then placed on each
spectrometer arm:
DC2 with an active area of 40× 80 cm2 and 2 wire planes (X, Y);
DC3 with an active area of 40× 112 cm2 and 2 wire planes (X, Y);
DC4 with an active area 40× 128 cm2 and 4 wire planes (X, Y, X′, Y′).
The drift cell layout, common to all chambers, consists of a sensitive region around
the anode wire (copper-beryllium 50 µm diameter) of 1×1 cm2 limited by cathode planes
(carbon-coated Mylar foils 20 µm thick) and potential wires (copper-beryllium 100 µm
diameter).
The chambers are operated with an Ar(50%)+iC4H10(50%)+H2O(0.5%) gas mixture
and the anode wire HV is 3.8 kV.
The DC single hit resolution is ∼ 80 µm. The efficiency of each chamber is around 97%
which corresponds to a reconstruction efficiency on one track of 99% (one does not request,
that all planes give a hit). The signals of the DC hit wires are also used to implement the
fourth level topological trigger, which selects track pairs with small relative momentum.
The Vertical Hodoscopes
Each VH covers an area of 40× 130 cm2 with an array of 18 scintillator slabs (40 cm
high, 7 cm wide and 2 cm thick) arranged vertically. All the slabs (Bicron BC420)
are connected at both ends to photomultipliers by means of fish tail light guides. The
photomultipliers (Hamamatsu R1828-01) are equipped with voltage dividers, which allow
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to operate the detector at high counting rates. Each slab could work with a particle flux
up to 1.2 MHz, with additional HV applied to the last four dynode stages.
These detectors are used to perform fast coincidences between the two arms of the
spectrometer at first trigger level, and also to select low QL pairs at higher trigger level.
The VH efficiency is 99.5% for the positive, and 98.8% for the negative hodoscope arm.
Each slab of the VH has an intrinsic time resolution of ∼ 127 ps r.m.s. which provides a
time resolution of 180 ps on the hit time difference between the two arms. This timing
capability allows to separate pions from protons in the momentum range 1–6 GeV/c, and
pions from kaons from 1 to 3 GeV/c.
The Horizontal Hodoscopes
The HH are scintillator hodoscopes with horizontal slabs, covering an area of 40 ×
130 cm2. Each HH consists of 16 elements (130 × 2.5 cm2 with a thickness of 2.5 cm)
connected at both ends to photomultipliers. Each photomultiplier (Philips XP2008) is
equipped, as for VH, with a voltage divider allowing high counting rates.
The HH contribute to the first trigger level by applying a coplanarity cut on track pairs
(∆y ≤ 7.5 cm). The efficiency of HH is > 96.6% (both arms), and the time resolution is
320 ps r.m.s.
The Cherenkov Counters
The two gas Cherenkov counters used for A2pi studies have a total length of 285 cm.
Their entrance windows have dimensions 143 × 56 cm2 and the exit ones 336 × 96 cm2.
The gas radiator employed is N2 at NTP.
Each counter is provided with 20 mirrors, and 10 photomultipliers on two rows.
Cherenkov light reflected by pairs of adjacent mirrors is focused onto the same photo-
multiplier (Hamamatsu R1587 with UV-glass window). Mirrors are spherically deformed
rectangles, with average dimensions 30× 35 cm2 and 6 mm thickness.
Cherenkov signals are used at first trigger level for rejecting e+e− pairs. Both counters
have an efficiency > 99.8% and the pion contamination above the detection threshold is
less than 1.5%. Such contamination arises from pion with momenta above the Cherenkov
threshold and from accidental coincidences occurring within the gate window.
The Preshower Detectors
The PSh detectors consist of 8 elements per arm and cover an area of 280× 75 cm2.
Each PSh element consists of a Pb converter and a scintillator counter placed behind
it. The first two converter elements (those farthest from the proton beam line) have a
thickness of 1 cm, whereas the others have a thickness of 2.5 cm.
The scintillator slabs (Bicron BC408) have lateral dimensions 35×75 cm2 and thickness
1 cm. EMI 9954-B photomultipliers are connected to the top of each slab by means of
light guides. Since the maximal particle flux on each PSh counter is as high as ∼ 2 MHz,
an additional 800 V supply is connected to the last dynodes of the photomultipliers.
The efficiency of the detector is ∼ 99.5% (both arms). PSh is used mainly to improve




Two muon identification systems are located after thick iron absorbers. Each ho-
doscope is made of two layers of 28 scintillator slabs having the same area (75× 12 cm2),
but different thicknesses (0.5 cm on the first layer and 1 or 0.5 cm on the second one). At
present, this detector is used to reject muons in the oﬄine analysis. Using of meantimers
as coincidence units allow us to obtain good reduction of background together with high
time resolution (σ ≈ 1 ns).
5.3 The Trigger
The present scheme of the DIRAC trigger is shown in fig. 5.7. The first trigger level
T1 requires coincidences in the two downstream arms of the spectrometer.
Since the pion pairs from the A2pi atom breakup have small relative momenta Q, the
higher trigger levels suppress pairs with large relative momentum. The second trigger
level T2 selects pairs in the upstream region, with small distances ∆x between the two
particles, by using the information of the IH and of the SFD. This limits the Qx value of
the pair.
The third trigger level T3 provides a further suppression of high relative momentum
pairs through a cut on QL. It uses the hit patterns of the vertical (VH1, VH2) and of the
ionisation (IH) hodoscopes.
A neural network trigger (called DNA) fulfils a task close to that of T3, since it has
been trained to select low-Q events. The AND/OR combination of T3 and DNA is used
to set the “good event” flag. The data readout is started if T4 has asserted the positive
decision and the “good event” flag has been set.
The logic of T2, T3 and DNA is started by the pre-trigger T0, which is a simple
coincidence among the detectors VH, PSh and IH.
The final trigger T4 provides the strongest cut on Q of the track pair by making use
of the drift chamber signals. The T4 processor compares online the DC wire hits with

































Figure 5.7: DIRAC trigger scheme.
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5.4 The Data Acquisition System
The detailed scheme of the DIRAC Data AcQuisition system (DAQ) is described in
[OLSH00]. The data collected during the PS accelerator burst are transferred to VME
memory modules (via the FERA bus) or stored inside other dedicated electronic modules
without any software intervention. When data for the current burst are accepted, the
DAQ software performs readout as well as event building and transfers events to the
central data recorder and on-line monitoring hosts. The custom-made software has been
operating since 1998 without any significant changes and has proven to be reliable and
simple in use.
At the moment, the DIRAC DAQ is able to accept data from 3 consecutive bursts
per PS supercycle, each containing up to 2 MB of data. With the current event size
(about 1.2 kB at intensity of 1011 p/burst) this implies 1700 events per accelerator burst
corresponding to about 5000 events per PS supercycle.
We plan to improve the current DAQ system for future runs in 2001 and 2002. These
improvements are described in ref.[OLSH00A] and will include moving the layer of event
building from the VME processor board to the main DAQ host and replacing the 10 Mbit
Ethernet links currently used by 100 Mbit ones. This will allow us to increase the volume
of stored data by a factor 4, and to reduce load and memory requirements of the VME
processor. An additional advantage of the new system [OLSH00A] is, that it is more
scalable. It allows, if necessary, to use several VME processors (or another data sources)
without significant redesign of the DAQ software.
5.5 Data processing and calibration measurements
The oﬄine analysis of the experimental data aims to reconstruct the pipi pairs origi-
nating from the break-up of A2pi atoms. The corresponding kinematics imposes a track
separation with an opening angle equivalent to 500 µm spatial separation at 290 cm
distance from the target (SFD) and a small relative c.m.s. momentum Q < 2 MeV/c.
The program searches for track candidates downstream the magnet, exploiting DC
data. At first, only hit wires are used to achieve a fast pattern recognition. Next, fringe
field corrections (of the order of 50 µm) are applied, to allow a straight representation.
Furthermore, recorded drift times are used to refine the pattern recognition and to solve
left/right ambiguities, inherent to such detectors. Eventually one gets an estimation of
the 4 track-parameters at the exit of the magnet.
We determined, via prior studies on real data, an approximate lateral beam position,
which is run-dependent. In a separate prior work we studied tracks, this time via
simulation, from the target in a phase space volume covering our setup and with a mesh,
thin enough, to get a final and good precision. The tracks were propagated through the
magnetic field, and a few functions were determined, to avoid later lengthy calculations
involving the field map for every real track. These functions, polynomial expansions,
allow to estimate the track momentum from the 4 track-parameters (see above) and from
the assumed track origin at the target for the current run. Other functions allow to
calculate the track intersection with upstream planes, given the momentum and again
the 4 track-parameters.
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For real tracks a standard least-squares fit is made on the DC observations to estimate
the 4 track-parameters. A first approximation of the momentum is then obtained (function
described above) using the estimated beam position. The usual Kalman-filter method is
used to propagate the track information matrix upstream, plane after plane, using the
functions above to predict and subsequently select the observed digitizations. Finally a
vertex fit is made.
5.5.1 Calibration with Coulomb peak
The reconstruction of Coulomb-correlated pi+pi− pairs is sensitive to the precision of
the setup alignment. Any misalignment of the tracking system in one arm relative to
the other arm would generate asymmetrical errors on the reconstructed momenta. This
would lead to a systematic shift and additional spread of the Coulomb peak in the QL
distribution (see fig. 5.8). The mean value of the Coulomb peak is close to zero, well
within the accepted tolerances.
5.5.2 Calibration with particle decays
It was proposed [ADEV95] to use the Λ→ ppi− decay for the telescope position tuning.
The Λ mass reconstruction is presented in fig. 5.9. The effective mass distribution has
been fitted by the sum of a Gaussian and a polynomial distribution. The Gaussian has
a standard deviation σΛ = 0.43 MeV/c
2: this value is better than in the experiment by
Hartouni [HART94], where the most precise measurement of MΛ with the standard devi-
ation σΛ = 0.49 MeV/c
2 was performed. Our measured peak position is 1115.93 MeV/c2
with the statistical error ±0.01 MeV/c2. Compared to the standard value of MΛ, one
concludes that our result is slightly shifted to higher mass. This shift means that the real
telescope position is rotated by a small angle compared to the measured position. The
analysis of the effective mass distribution with the Λ decay peak gives the possibility to
correct angular distortions of the telescope position.
5.5.3 Calibration with e+e− pairs
Accurate time measurement is a crucial point for DIRAC data analysis. Precise
timing information is provided by the VH described in section 5.2.2. Time measurements
calibration is performed, in the present DIRAC setup, using the data sample collected
with the T1 electron-positron trigger. This trigger selects mainly e+e− pairs from γ
conversions which are almost synchronous in time, as the time of flight for e+e− pair does
not depend on the momentum in the region of the setup acceptance. In addition, they
can be strictly selected with Cherenkov counters. Therefore the e+e− pair distribution
as a function of time difference between positive and negative arms of the hodoscopes
contains only one peak of real coincidence (see fig. 5.10a).
5.5.4 Mass identification of time correlated pairs
Vertical Hodoscope is also used to identify K+pi− and p+pi− pairs which contaminate
time correlated pi+pi− pairs. The distribution of the time difference of the hits in the
positive and negative arms is shown in fig. 5.10b for hadron pairs collected with the main
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Figure 5.8: The event distribution of QL a) for “real” and “accidental” pairs; b) for pure
“accidental” pairs.
Figure 5.9: Effective mass distribution for ppi− pairs coming from Λ decay at 4.7 < pΛ <
6.5 GeV/c.
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DIRAC trigger. Here, one can observe the peak of time correlated particles over the flat
plateau of accidental coincidences. The peak is asymmetric, the right side excess is due to
the presence of slower protons and kaons hitting the positive arm. The plateau, on both
sides of the peak, provides the data sample of accidental pairs needed for the analysis.
To identify pi+pi−, K+pi− and p+pi− pairs we can measure the time-of-flight difference
between negative and positive particles coming from the target. Assuming the negative
particle to be pi− we can reconstruct the mass of the positive particle. The squared
mass spectrum of positive particles is shown in fig. 5.10c. Three peaks can be identified
corresponding to pi+, K+ and p+ particles correlated to the pi−.
5.5.5 Setup momentum resolution
The setup resolutions of projections of the relative momentum of pi+pi− pairs are
shown in table 5.1. The setup resolution is comparable with the relative momentum
distribution of “atomic pairs” (see section 4.3). The high relative momentum resolution on
the relative momentum gives us the possibility to detect pairs from A2pi breakup, which are
characterised by low relative momentum in their centre of mass system (Q < 2 MeV/c).
Table 5.1: Setup resolution of projections of the relative pi+pi− momentum in pair c.m.s.
Detector SFD SFD+MSGC(X, X′) SFD+MSGC(Y, X or X′)
σQx , MeV/c 0.5 0.2 0.3
σQy , MeV/c 0.5 0.4 0.3
σQL , MeV/c 0.6 0.6 0.6
5.6 Experimental conditions
The present experimental conditions in the DIRAC run of 2000 are reported in ta-
ble 5.2. Here, the counting rate information for each trigger detector is shown at beam
intensity of ∼ 0.9 · 1011 protons per spill (tspill ≈ 0.4 s). The initial 14 kHz rate of T1
trigger is reduced by the higher level triggers: T2 with a rejection factor 1.4, T3 or DNA
with a rejection factor 2 and the first stage of T4 with a rejection factor 1.2 (all rejection
factors are with respect to T1). This enables us to collect around 1750 triggers per spill
in the actual experimental conditions with mixed trigger (pion trigger including T3, DNA
and T4, plus additional 10% of T1 electron trigger and 10% of Λ triggers). Table 5.3 shows
the average occupancy in upstream (MSGCs and SFD) and downstream (DC) detectors.
The percentage of different event topologies for the reconstructed events is presented in
table 5.4 with respect to the total number of recorded events..
Using the pi+pi− data sample collected with the standard DIRAC trigger, it is possible
to estimate, in an approximate way, the number of detected “atomic pairs”. For this
estimate we have considered only events with 1 reconstructed track in each arm (1 × 1)
and among them we have selected those in which each track has a corresponding hit
in the SFD (“good-pair” pi+pi− events). The percentage of reconstructed “1 × 1-track
good-pair” events for different time intervals and momentum ranges is shown in table 5.5.
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Figure 5.10: a) VH time difference spectrum for electron-positron T1 trigger.
b) Time difference spectrum from events collected with the standard DIRAC trigger.
c) Mass spectrum of positive particles recorded with the standard DIRAC trigger.
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Table 5.2: Counting rate and multiplicity for triggering detectors at an average intensity
IP = 0.9 · 10
11 protons/spill (tspill ≈ 0.4 s).
Counts Counts Counts max. Counts max. Average
Detectors per per per per multiplicity
spill, second, channel & spill, channel & second, per event
103 103 103 103
IH A 2290 5090 143 318 3.36
IH B 1990 4420 124 276 3.35
VH left 790 1760 83 184 1.20
VH right 530 1170 44 98 1.28
HH left 720 1600 70 156 1.28
HH right 500 1110 43 96 1.36
PSh left 790 1750 176 391 1.26
PSh right 540 1190 113 251 1.32
Mu left 84 187 3 7 0.114
Mu right 57 127 2 5 0.097
Table 5.3: Average occupancy in tracking detectors.
MSGC SFD DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4
average average hit average hit average hit average hit average hit
clusters columns wires wires wires wires
per event per event per event per event per event per event
15.3 3.34 6.28 6.16 5.42 5.97
Table 5.4: Percentage of different event topologies with respect to the total number of
recorded events.
“1× 1- “1× 1- “1× 2- “2× 1- “2× 2-
track” events good-pair” track” events track” events track” events
% events % % %
























Figure 5.11: Time difference between hits in VH placed on the two arms.
We have used the spectrum in fig. 5.11, which shows the time difference between hits
in the VH arms, to define the following time intervals: −15.0 < ∆t1 < −5.0 ns and
7.0 < ∆t3 < 17.0 ns in order to estimate the number of accidental pairs in the peak
region: −0.5 < ∆t2 < 0.5 ns (N
peak
acc ). Hence we select a sample of time correlated pairs
(“real coincidence” Nreal).
As shown in table 5.5, the rate of correlated pi+pi− pairs (Nreal) with |Q| < 2 MeV/c is
at present ∼ 15 per million of collected pi+pi− triggers. Among the correlated pi+pi− pairs
we expect a contribution of ∼ 3 coming from “atomic pairs”.
Table 5.5: Percentage of reconstructed “1 × 1 good-pair” events for different relative
momentum regions and time intervals with respect to pi+pi− triggers
Number “1× 1-track” “1× 1-track” “1× 1-track” events “1× 1-track”
“good-pair” events events QL < 30 MeV/c events
events(%) Ql < 30 MeV/c Qx, Qy < 3 MeV/c |Q| < 2 MeV/c
All 38.39± 0.02 18.30± 0.02 (24.8± 0.2) 10−2 (4.2± 0.3) 10−3
∆t1 +∆t3 15.30± 0.02 7.287± 0.011 (9.42± 0.13) 10
−2 (1.2± 0.2) 10−3
∆t2 6.739± 0.011 3.399± 0.008 (5.69± 0.10) 10
−2 (1.5± 0.2) 10−3
Npeakacc 0.765± 0.004 0.364± 0.003 (0.47± 0.03) 10
−2 (6.0± 3.4) 10−5
Nreal 5.970± 0.010 3.034± 0.008 (5.22± 0.10) 10
−2 (1.47± 0.17) 10−3
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5.7 Preliminary results
In this section we present a preliminary analysis of data, which were collected with
a platinum target in November 1999. The data have been processed by means of the
oﬄine program described in section 5.5. As mentioned in section 4.3, “atomic pairs”
have low relative momentum Q in the centre of mass system (Q < 3 MeV/c for pi+pi−
atoms). The distributions of “atomic pair” relative momentum and of its projections
are defined by the initial Q distribution of the pairs after breakup, the setup momentum
resolution (affects mainly QL), the resolution of the pair opening angle measurement and
by multiple scattering in target, membranes and detectors (affects mainly QT ). As a
result of the analysis the QL distribution for “atomic pairs” is found to show a Gaussian-
like shape with σQL = 0.65 MeV/c. For QX and QY the distributions exhibit a value
of around 1 MeV/c for both σQX and σQY . Therefore, a new variable F instead of Q is
















For the analysis events have been preselected applying the following criteria: absence
of a signal in the Cherenkov counters; region for the sum of particle momenta in lab-
oratory system: 3 < P+ + P− < 9 GeV/c; region for relative momentum projections:
|QL| < 22 MeV/c, |QX | < 4 MeV/c, |QY | < 4 MeV/c. These selection criteria provide
identical efficiency for pairs generated in one proton-target interaction (“real” pairs) and
for pairs generated in different proton-target interactions (“accidental” pairs). “Real”
and “accidental” pairs are separated using the time difference measured by the vertical
hodoscopes (see section 5.5.2).
The distributions of F ( 5.1) are presented in figure 5.12a for “real” and “accidental”
pairs (interval ∆t2 in fig. 5.11), in figure 5.12b for pure “accidental” pairs (intervals ∆t1
and ∆t3 in figure 5.11) and in figure 5.12c for pure “real” pairs. The last distribution
has been obtained by subtracting the distribution in fig. 5.12b, multiplied by the factor
∆t2/(∆t1 +∆t3) (fig. 5.11), from the distribution in fig. 5.12a.
The distribution of “reals”, dNreal/dF , consists of the sum of three distributions:
“atomic pairs” dnA/dF (F < 4 only), “Coulomb” pairs dN
short
real /dF and “non-Coulomb”
pairs dN longreal /dF (see chapter 3). In the region F > 4 the distribution dNreal/dF has
been fitted by an approximation function A(F ), based on “accidental” pairs. Details
about this approximation function (sum of simulated distributions of “Coulomb” and
“non-Coulomb” pairs) are described in ref.[AFAN93, ADEV95]. For the fit it is more
convenient to use correlation functions, which are defined as the ratio of the “real”
distribution dNreal/dF (or “free” pair distribution, described by the approximation func-
tion A(F )) to the “accidental” distribution. In fig. 5.13b the correlation functions of
simulated “Coulomb” and “non-Coulomb” pairs are shown as solid and dashed lines,
correspondingly. The sum of these two correlation functions with two free parameters
(normalisation and fraction of “non-Coulomb” pairs, see chapter 3) are used to fit the
experimental correlation function in the interval F > 4. Using the parameters obtained
from the fit, the fitted function can be extrapolated into the interval F < 4. In fig. 5.13a
the experimental correlation function, divided by the normalisation factor, is shown with
error bars together with the fitted correlation function as smooth curve. In the interval
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Figure 5.12: The event distributions of F for the mixture of “real” and “accidental” pairs
(a), for pure “accidental” pairs (b) and for pure “real” pairs (c).
F < 4, where “atomic pairs” are expected, the experimental distribution shows a clear
excess of pair events, compared to the fitted correlation function.
The difference between the experimental distribution dNreal/dF and A(F ) is presented
in fig. 5.14. The excess of low-F pairs amounts to:
NF<2 = 160± 45, (5.2)
NF<3 = 266± 79. (5.3)
This excess is compatible with the expected number of “atomic pairs” nA ≈ 240.
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Figure 5.13: a) The experimental correlation function is shown with error bars, and the
fitted correlation function is presented by the dashed smooth curve. Both are divided by
the normalisation factor of fitted function. The fit has been performed in the interval
F > 4. b) The correlation functions of simulated “Coulomb” (solid line) and “non-
Coulomb” (dashed line) pairs are shown. The sum of these functions, with two free
parameters, is used as the correlation function to be fitted.
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Figure 5.14: The difference between the experimental distribution dNreal/dF and the
approximation function A(F ), describing the contribution of pairs from free states.
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Chapter 6
Modifications of the DIRAC setup
for ApiK detection
The present DIRAC setup is dedicated to the detection of pi+pi− pairs with small
relative momenta. Two identical arms are located symmetrically to the secondary particle
beam. Contrary to pipi pairs pi and K pairs from Api+K− and AK+pi− breakup have
momenta, that differ by a factor 3.5. Hence, in principle, the position of the detectors
with respect to the secondary particle beam should be changed to optimise the setup
acceptance for such pairs.
Meanwhile simulations showed, that both types of atoms can be detected in the present
setup geometry with acceptable efficiency, if we implement additional Cherenkov counters
to separate pions, kaons and protons.
Therefore, the experiment for ApiK studies will be performed in two steps. First, only
new Cherenkov counters will be added without changing the setup geometry. Second, the
secondary particle channel as well as the detectors will be rotated in the median plane
of the channel and the detectors in order to optimise the setup position for detection of
either Api+K− or AK+pi−. The decision, which kind of atoms should be searched for in the
second step, will depend on results, obtained during the first step of the experiment.
For both steps we plan to improve the trigger and the tracking. For this purpose we
will install additional planes of scintillating fibres: a U-plane close to the existing two
SFD planes (X and Y) and one X-plane in the fringe field of the spectrometer magnet.
This will improve the identification of two particles, hitting only one fibre in the existing
SFD.
In addition, we plan to implement in the upstream setup region one among the
following detectors:
— Triple GEM detector — a multistep gas avalanche detector, that exhibits a high
rate capability with a time resolution below 10 ns;
— Silicon microstrip detector — a reliable detector capable to work at high particle
fluxes;
— Micro drift chambers with small gap (∼ 3 mm) — a detector with high coordinate
precision.
The detector studies will permit to choose the optimal detector in terms of counting rate,
dead time and coordinate resolution.
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6.1 Modification of the setup in the present geometry
Before modifying the geometry of the DIRAC setup for a dedicated measurement of
the ApiK lifetime through a detection of either pi
+K− or K+pi− breakup pairs, we have
investigated the possibility to detect simultaneously pipi and piK “atomic pairs” using the
present setup geometry. This approach might allow us to provide the first evidence of piK
“atomic pairs” already in the year 2002, meanwhile accumulating the necessary statistics
for the determination of the A2pi lifetime with the proposed accuracy, and allow us to
select the proper channel (pi+K− or pi−K+) to be investigated in a following step.
The yield of ApiK in the present DIRAC setup has been described in chapter 2. The
corresponding momentum spectrum for pi+K− pairs is shown in fig. 2.1. The expected
yield is low, and only ApiK with momenta higher than ∼ 5.8 GeV/c will breakup into
detectable piK pairs, namely pairs entering the apparatus acceptance. The pion of the
pair will have a momentum range between 1.25 and 2.3 GeV/c, whereas the kaon will have
a momentum between 4.6 GeV/c and the maximum accepted momentum of the setup,
namely ∼ 7 GeV/c. The topology of such events for pi+K− is shown in fig. 6.1. The high
momentum kaon trajectories are close to the setup symmetry axis, whereas the correlated
low momentum pions are away from the axis.
A possible way to detect piK “atomic pairs” in the present setup is to employ additional
threshold Cherenkov detectors for pion/kaon (and kaon/proton) discrimination at trigger
level. Furthermore, since the present setup has a symmetric geometry we will detect
simultaneously piK “atomic pairs” of both sign combinations.
The implementation of new detectors and trigger schemes should, however, not affect
the detection efficiency of pi+pi− atomic pairs, as these class of events will still constitute
the bulk of our collected data.
In order to detect pi+K− “atomic pairs” one needs to discriminate pions from kaons in
the negative arm. To this aim we need to place a small-size threshold Cherenkov counter
Figure 6.1: Trajectories of pi+ and K− from the Api+K− breakup for the existing setup.
The labels on the trajectory lines are the Api+K− momenta in GeV/c.
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between the Horizontal Hodoscope and the present Cherenkov detector (fig. 6.2). Due
to the limited space available, the new counter should extend longitudinally within the
volume of the existing counter, and, transversally it should cover only the solid angle
of K− coming from ApiK breakup (∼ 4.7
◦ in the horizontal plane). The dimensions
of the entrance window could be 290 × 410 mm2 (width × height), of the exit window
350 × 630 mm2 and the total length of the counter could be ∼ 800 mm. The counter
will be equipped with two mirrors of the same size as those currently used, namely with
dimensions 320 × 350 mm2, and two 5-inches photomultipliers of the type Hamamatsu
R1587. Some spare mirrors and PMs are already available. We plan to employ Freon
114 at atmospheric pressure as gas radiator because it has a high index of refraction
(n=1.0014). This radiator is suitable to discriminate pions from kaons in the kinematic
range of accepted ApiK since their Cherenkov momentum threshold is 2.6 GeV/c and
9.3 GeV/c, respectively. We expect Np.e. ≈ 14 for 4.5 GeV/c pions. Freon 114 is
environmentally safe, non-flammable and can be operated at room temperature, and has
a well-understood behaviour from previous experiments.
Figure 6.2: Trajectories of pi− and K+ from the AK+pi− breakup for the existing geometry
with Freon 114 Cherenkov counter and with Silica Aerogel threshold Cherenkov detector.
The labels on the trajectory lines are the AK+pi− momenta in GeV/c.
The selection of negative kaons from other particles at first trigger level will require
the coincidence between the negative responses from both N2 and Freon 114 Cherenkov
counters.
The detection of pi−K+ pairs is somehow more complex as in this case, in addition to
pi+, a large admixture of protons to positive kaons is also expected. The discrimination
of pi+ from K+ can be achieved with a threshold Freon 114 Cherenkov counter identical
to the one used in the negative arm. To achieve an efficient kaon/proton discrimination
at trigger level, we will install a small Silica Aerogel threshold Cherenkov detector on the
positive arm (fig. 6.2). The aerogel detector will be placed between the first (DC1)
and second (DC2) drift chamber modules. One module of Silica Aerogel tiles with
average dimensions 150 × 350 × 200 mm2 (width × height × length) would be sufficient
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to intersect all trajectories of K+ from ApiK breakup. The module is viewed by two 5-
inches photomultipliers (Hamamatsu R1587) attached to the top and bottom sides. To
discriminate between kaons and protons in the kinematical range of ApiK breakup, aerogel
with index of refraction n=1.008 would be the most appropriate. However, extensively
tested aerogel tiles only with n=1.01–1.03 are available from the Belle Collaboration
at KEK [SUMI99]. With n=1.01 the momentum threshold for protons (6.62 GeV/c) is
slightly below the maximum momentum of protons entering the apparatus (7.0 GeV/c).
Therefore, some Cherenkov light will be emitted by the fastest protons. However, the
intensity of the light will be very weak: in 200 mm thick aerogel radiator one expects
an average of 3−4 p.e. from 7.0 GeV/c protons, and about 13−14 p.e. from kaons with
4.6 GeV/c momentum (minimum momentum from ApiK breakup). Therefore, we still
expect a wide separation region which should allow an efficient proton/kaon discrimination
when operating the detector in the threshold mode. Additional investigations of the
properties of silica aerogel with very low index of refraction (n < 1.01) are currently
in progress at JINR Dubna, and we intend to exploit both the Japanese and Russian
technologies.
6.2 Modification of the setup geometry
According to our calculations of the Api+K− and AK+pi− yields in different geometrical
configurations of the experimental setup (see chapter 2), it is possible to optimise the
setup geometry to maximise the detection of specific type of such atoms. As shown in
table 2.1, the geometry which has the maximal yield of either Api+K− or AK+pi− consists
of a rotation of detectors and of the secondary particles channel by +4.0◦ and −1.5◦,
respectively, as shown in fig. 6.3.
The modification procedure of the present DIRAC geometry is described in details in
Appendix A.
Figure 6.3: Trajectories of pi+ and K− from the Api+K− breakup for the setup with modified
geometry. The labels on the trajectory lines are the Api+K− momenta in GeV/c.
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6.3 Upgrades and new detectors
To study piK atoms it will be necessary to increase the proton beam intensity since
the ApiK yield is lower than that of A2pi. Therefore, it will be necessary to upgrade or
replace those detectors which may not withstand the high counting rate. On the other
hand, a different trigger scheme should be implemented and better tracking capabilities
be investigated. Thus we envisage detector upgrades and replacements.
6.3.1 Triple GEM detector
To cope with a higher particle flux, the present MSGC detector could be replaced with
a triple GEM detector (fig. 6.4). The triple GEM is a multistep gas avalanche detector that
exhibits a high rate capability with a time resolution below 10 ns. The most promising
configuration is that with a 2D (X+Y) charge divider readout (with 200 µm pitch) based
on the kapton etching technology [BRES99]. This will allow to detect a track with only
two Triple GEM detectors using 2D pulse height correlation. Moreover, the use of a non-
flammable and non-aging gas mixture, like Ar-CO2, will allow to use standard materials
for the detector construction. With this mixture, gas gains greater than 104 are easily
achievable with signal to noise ratios higher than 30. The ionisation gap will have a
3 mm depth and the transfer gaps between GEMs and last collection gap will be around
1 mm. The GEM layout will be a standard 140 µm pitch hexagonal pattern of 50/70 µm
(internal/external) diameter holes etched in a 50 µm thick kapton foil. Nevertheless, a
careful study of GEM gain uniformity and spark probability should be done in order
to provide a stable beam operation of the device (spark probability less than 10−10 per
crossing particle). A GEM segmentation might also be very useful to prevent discharges
and short-circuit of GEM foils. The small size, 10×10 cm2, of the proposed detector will
avoid the need for spacers in the GEM active area, and will facilitate the achievement of







Figure 6.4: Scheme of the triple GEM detector design.
Also the electronics used to readout the detector needs to be upgraded, in order to
accomplish the following tasks:
— fast signal shaping (time constant below 40 ns);
— high pipeline sampling frequency (≥ 40 MHz);
— fast analogue readout. The total readout time of one detector has to be below 10 µs
including digitisation and zero suppression;
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— fast clear should be implemented in such a way that last event could be discarded
and readout cancelled within few µs;
— data should be stored during the spill in VME standard memories, properly sized
to manage more than 6000 triggers.
Such electronics upgrade require a dedicated development based on existing baseline front-
end (such as APV [JONE99], Helix [BAUE99], Beetle [BAKE99], etc.).
6.3.2 Silicon Microstrip Detector
Due to the high particle flux present in this region of the DIRAC setup, a solid state
tracker seems another very interesting option. The 6-inch technology now available allows
the construction of a 10 × 10 cm2 detector using a single silicon wafer. A good solution
would be a 300 µm thick microstrip silicon detector [BACH99] with a pitch between
100 µm and 200 µm. The existing radiation hard technology allows the use of silicon
detectors in extremely irradiated conditions (> 1 Mrad/year in LHC), thus ensuring a long
operation (> 10 year) in the less stringent conditions of DIRAC experiment. Considering
a typical strip capacitance of 1 pF/cm, in a 10 cm detector with standard electronics
(ENC ∼ 1800e) a signal to noise ratio of 15, an efficiency around 99% is achievable
[CERN00]. A detailed study of the depletion voltage stability considering the DIRAC
fluency is important to determine the need of additional detector cooling.
The silicon microstrip detector solution could allow to design a layout close the original
MSGC layout consisting of four detector planes with strips at 0◦, 90◦, 5◦ and to 85◦.
6.3.3 Micro Drift Chambers
The Drift Chamber technique allows for a rigid mechanical design, rather simple
production procedures and good features of read-out electronics. These advantageous
aspects make the use of Drift Chambers for particle tracking between target and magnet
very attractive.. The design of a Micro Drift Chamber with high spatial resolution and
with resolving power for nearby tracks is proposed in Appendix B.
6.3.4 SFD upgrade
Based on the fact that SFD is performing quite reliably with a high efficiency in the
high intensity beam environment, we envisage an upgrade of SFD in two steps. Often we
see candidate events of “atomic pairs” in which, the distance between two hits on SFD
is so small that in one of two planes, two hits are recorded only within one column so it
looks like a single hit. In this case, it is difficult to produce a good trigger signal, as there
are many single-hit events. If we increase the number of planes and make an additional
U-plane, we would more flexibility in forming efficient and robust trigger signals. The
additional U-plane allows us to make also a tracking with a better spatial resolution than
now. Except for the width of the counter which is 15.0 cm, the new plane will be very
similar to the existing two planes, thus we are sure to make a well performing plane with
our current technique. This is considered to be the step number 1.
Also to separate two close charged particles hitting only one column of X-plane, we
plan to make another X-plane SF counter at a large distance from the target at z = 7.8 m
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as a second step. This plane is placed in the fringe magnetic field of the spectrometer
magnet, and even particles having rather high CM momenta can split and hit more than
two columns. Thus this will allow us to make an efficient trigger signal even in a very high
beam-intensity situation. As the particles coming from the target suffer from multiple
scattering in different materials (detectors, windows) the determination of x coordinate
with a good resolution just at the entrance of the spectrometer allows us to make a
reconstruction of momenta of the particles with small errors. An estimation already done
predicts a gain in the momentum resolution with a new plane with a counter resolution
of 250 µm even if an additional multiple scattering caused by this plane is taken into
account. We plan to make a more detailed simulation in order to establish an optimum
trigger logic to be implemented with hardware. A basic study about building a SF plane
in vacuum has been already performed at KEK. It was demonstrated that there are no
problems in long-term stability either in the tested Kuraray scintillating/clear fiber or in
the optical joint. Also a technique to pull out clear fibers through vacuum flanges has
been established.
6.3.5 Cherenkov Counters
The Cherenkov detectors upgrade will consist of two steps. The first upgrade is aimed
of detecting pi+K− and pi−K+ pairs with the present DIRAC geometry simultaneously to
A2pi detection. This upgrade has been described in section 6.2. The second upgrade, after
completion of A2pi measurement, is foreseen to optimise the setup geometry for detection
of either Api+K− or AK+pi−, according to the results the first upgrade measurements.
In case of Api+K− detection, we have to discriminate in the negative arm negative kaons
from other particles (electrons, muons and pions). It would be necessary to employ in the
existing threshold Cherenkov counter a gas with an index of refraction higher than that
of N2. The required radiator replacement is in principle necessary only for the counter
placed on the negative spectrometer arm, maintaining the N2 gas radiator in the counter
on the positive arm, devoted to the selection of positive pions.
For the proposed setup geometry (fig. 6.3) and the accepted ApiK momentum range
(from 5 to 10 GeV/c), the momentum of negative kaons associated to the ApiK breakup will
range between 3.9 and 7.8 GeV/c. Moreover, such kaons will traverse only the central
region of the counter. On the opposite arm the correlated positive pions will cover a
momentum range from ∼ 1.0 to 2.2 GeV/c.
A suitable radiator choice for the Cherenkov counter on the negative arm is sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6) gas, which has an index of refraction n=1.00072 and corresponding
threshold on pion and kaon momenta at ∼ 3.7 GeV/c and ∼ 13.0 GeV/c, respectively. It
allows to discriminate pions (muons and electrons) from kaons because only the former will
produce Cherenkov light in the appropriate momentum range (3.9÷7.8 GeV/c). Pions and
kaons with momenta below the Cherenkov threshold and outside the interval of momenta
of typical ApiK breakup products, namely ppi < 3.7 GeV/c and 7.8< pK <13 GeV/c, will,
however, enter the counter acceptance and contribute to the trigger yield when operating
the counter in anticoincidence. The trajectories of such particles will intersect the mirrors
located at both extremes of the counter exit window. To reject such a background we
propose to reduce the trigger acceptance of the negative arm by excluding the response
of photomultipliers located at the edges of the counter.
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SF6 is known to have excellent transparency to light with wavelength above 190 nm
[GARW71], comparable to that of N2, and a scintillation intensity 6.6 times less than
in nitrogen [HEIN76], it is inert and non-flammable, and can be operated at NTP. The
maximum Cherenkov emission angle is 2.17◦ to be compared with 1.39◦ for N2. Since the
optics of the counter is optimised to focus light emitted at a maximum Cherenkov angle of
1.4◦ we expect a partial loss of Cherenkov photons falling outside the mirror acceptance.
This loss does, however, correspond to a negligible loss of efficiency since the expected
light yield in SF6 is larger than in N2, for the same radiator path length.
We have performed a simulation of the detector response to pions with momenta from
3.9 to 7.8 GeV/c traversing the ∼ 2.8 m long SF6 gas radiator. With the present optical
arrangement of the mirrors and photomultipliers, and with a detection threshold set at
5 p.e., the pion detection efficiency is 99.3%, to be compared to a positron detection
efficiency of 99.6% for the counter on the positive arm filled with N2 gas.
An additional option is to operate both counters with an SF6 gas since all positive
pions, including those from ApiK breakup, have momenta below the Cherenkov threshold.
This ensures a light yield higher than with N2, which should compensate for the partial
loss of photons emitted at large Cherenkov angles, and allows a simpler operation of the
gas supply system.
In case we choose AK+pi− detection, we need to discriminate K
+ from pi+ and p in the
positive arm. The pi/K discrimination can be achieved with the same Cherenkov counter
filled with SF6 gas as in the Api+K− case. To discriminate kaons from protons an aerogel
threshold Cherenkov counter with n=1.01 can be used.
In order to investigate in detail the properties of SF6 gas, we will expose a prototype
threshold Cherenkov counter filled with SF6 to a pi/K-test beam. The prototype counter
has been previously used to exploit several options for the geometry of the final DIRAC
detectors, to investigate two different choices for the radiator (air or nitrogen), to compare
the performances of different PM, and to evaluate the counter detection efficiency and
the mean number of photoelectrons. A detailed description of the prototype detector
geometry and the results obtained from its operation on a test beam, are available in
[BRAG99]. The prototype detector is presently at CERN and can be made operational
in a short time. We plan also to perform test-beam studies for the Freon 114 and the
aerogel (n=1.01) threshold Cherenkov counters.
6.3.6 A permanent magnet near the target
In the present DIRAC setup we have difficulties to measure the opening angle of two
tracks that hit the same fibre of the SFD. A way to overcome this problem could be
the installation of a permanent magnet close to the target. A permanent magnet with
B·L = 0.01 T·m (1000 Gauss for a length of 10 cm) placed near the target will deviate
secondary particles with a 3 GeV/c momentum by 1 mm at 1 m. A possible location for
the permanent magnet is shown in fig. 6.5. The aperture of the magnet, 60 × 80 mm2
(height×width), has been chosen on the basis of our knowledge of the proton beam halo
dimensions.
Nevertheless, if a second SFD were installed, the most suitable location for this
permanent magnet would be at 0.5 m downstream the target. In this way the proton
beam would pass under the magnet and the needed magnet aperture would be only
25 × 35 mm2 (fig. 6.6).
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Magnet
Figure 6.5: Isometric and side views of the target station with the insertion of a permanent
magnet. The proton beam and secondary particle beam are also shown.
Magnet
Figure 6.6: Side view of the target region with a permanent magnet placed in the secondary
particle channel at a distance of 0.5 m from the target.
6.3.7 Trigger, online and oﬄine software
For the study of Api+K− and AK+pi− atoms both the trigger and the DAQ systems will
keep the same structure as the one they have presently. Only minor modifications will be
introduced in order to take into account the differences between piK pairs and pi+pi− pairs.
The logic of T1 trigger level will remain the same even if the negative arm Cherenkov
counter will detect also kaons. By using Cherenkov counter signals in anticoincidence, as
it is done now, we will suppress positrons on the positive arm, and pions on the negative
one. On the other hand, we plan to modify the hardware implementation of T1 by using
only universal logic modules (LeCroy 2366). This will improve the flexibility and the
reliability of the trigger scheme by reducing the cable interconnections.
The T3 trigger level will be upgraded in order to select pi+K− and pi−K+ candidates
with a small relative momentum. In fact, it will be necessary to implement a new logic
according to the new correlation maps among the VH slabs due to the new event topology
and to the rotation of the two spectrometer arms. Any further information coming from
new or upgraded upstream detectors could be easily included in the trigger logic.
For the DNA trigger a new training of the neuronal network will be necessary in order
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to select pi+K− and pi−K+ candidates. This can be done using Monte Carlo data and
real data collected with T1 trigger. Furthermore, studies on DNA trigger are in progress
in order to implement a network setup able to use also the information of SFD which
has a better spatial resolution. Moreover, with a new front-end interface, the correlations
between IH and SFD could be established. Finally, we are studying the feasibility of
sharpening the coplanarity trigger cut, by using the neural network methods. This will
add a stronger constraint on the vertical component of the relative momentum of the
pairs.
For the T4 processor, the look-up tables of the track analyser will be modified to take
into account the specific track correlations for the piK pairs.
For what concerns online software (DAQ) we don’t plan any particular modification.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the present DAQ architecture will be able to manage
the volume of data foreseen for the new experiment.
Concerning the data processing and the calibration measurements, the same programs




The DIRAC setup may also be used to study other physics topics. Some could be
investigated simultaneously with ApiK observation, and others need minor setup modifi-
cations.
7.1 Observation of A2pi long-lived states
Strong interaction and vacuum polarisation lead to a splitting of A2pi energy levels
and hence to a difference ∆Ens−np between ns and np energy levels. For n = 2 the value
∆Es2s−2p, resulting from strong interaction, is proportional to (2a0 + a2) and amounts to
∆Es2s−2p ≈ −0.3 eV. (7.1)
The contribution from vacuum polarisation to ∆E2s−2p is only [EFIM86]
∆Epol2s−2p ≈ −0.06 eV. (7.2)
The simultaneous measurement of the A2pi lifetime and the Lamb shift allows to obtain
a0 as well as a2 in a model-independent way.
In order to measure ∆Ens−np, the dependence of the lifetime for long-lived A2pi states
(l > 0) on the applied electric field can be studied [NEME85]. Calculations show that up
to ∼ 10% of the atoms, generated in the thin target, reach the vacuum region as long-lived
states [AFAN97A]. Such A2pi atoms may be observed in the DIRAC setup without any
change, and the results could demonstrate the feasibility of ∆Ens−np measurement.
7.2 Study of charged particle production dynamics
using Coulomb correlation
The study of the pi+pi− Coulomb correlation enables to measure the fractions of pion
pairs generated by short-lived (ρ, ω, ∆. . . ) or by long-lived sources (η, η′. . . ) [AFAN91,
AFAN97A]. This relation can be measured as a function of the pair energy in the lab
system at the few percent level. The identification of K−, K+ and p allows to perform the
same analysis for further combinations of charged particles. The Coulomb correlations
for K+K− and K−p are sensitive to the size of their production region. Therefore
the correlation study allows to obtain a picture of this particle production dynamics
in coordinate space for light and heavy nuclei.
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7.3 Bose-Einstein correlations
A study of the Bose-Einstein correlations in pi−pi− and pi+pi+ requires the consideration
of Coulomb corrections for those pairs, which originate from short-lived sources [LEDN82].
Exploiting the high relative momentum resolution of our spectrometer, it should be
possible to extract these corrections from the measurements (pi−pi−, pi+pi+ and pi+pi−)








Mother board (10 units) 10.5 kCHF
Hybrids (10 units) 15.5 kCHF
Front-end production 10.5 kCHF
Controller modules (4 + 2 spares) 40 kCHF
VME memories (4 + 2 spares) 47 kCHF
Total sum 123.5 kCHF
Double-sided silicon microstrip detector
Si wafer (double-sided x-y) 15 kCHF size 100× 100
100 µm pitch, 1000 chan. each
Upilex fanout 10 kCHF
Va32 75 preamp. (1 plane) 8 kCHF 32+32 chips, 32 channels
Va32 75 probe testing (1 plane) optional 8.5 kCHF each: 1000(x)+1000(y)
Electronics from Va32 75 to VME (1 plane) 4 kCHF
Sequencer (1) 5 kCHF
VME FADC (1) 5.8 kCHF
CPU VME (1) 9.2 kCHF
VME crate (1) 11 kCHF
Power supply (1 module) 5 kCHF
Mechanics 1 plane (2 planes) 2.5 (7) kCHF
Cabling and cooling (1 plane) 1.5 kCHF
Total for 1 plane (opt. with probe testing) 77 (85.5) kCHF)
Total for 2 planes (opt. with probe testing) 130.8 (147.8) kCHF)
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SFD upgrade
step 1 step 2
Characteristics adding U-plane to new X-plane to be placed
of the detectors the existing SFD in the fringe field
Number of planes 1 (U) 1 (X)
Position z 3.2 m 7.8 m
Size of the plane 150× 150 333(X)× 300(Y)
Fibre diameter 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
Number of columns 340 768/2
Readout columns for track. 340 384
Corresponding resolution 0.127 mm 0.254 mm
Readout columns for trig. 170 384
corresponding resolution 0.254 mm 0.254 mm
Number of PSPM 22 24
SFD cost estimation
Scintillating fiber 1.5 km: 6 kCHF 1.6 km: 7 kCHF
Clear fiber 10 km: 20 kCHF 2.4 km: 5 kCHF
PSPM 25p: 83.3 kCHF 26p: 87.8 kCHF
Instrumentation 10 kCHF 10 kCHF
SF housing 7 kCHF 10 kCHF
PSPM housing 7 kCHF 16 kCHF
Vacuum flange and shield 0 15 kCHF
Light shield 0 3 kCHF
Manpower 25 kCHF 15 kCHF
Position Sensitive Circuit 340ch: 34 kCHF 384ch: 38.4 kCHF
Trigger Logic Circuit 1× 170ch 20 kCHF 1× 384ch: 48 kCHF
TDC (3377) 11: 88 kCHF 12: 96 kCHF
HV power supply 24ch: 2.8 kCHF 2× 24ch: 5.7 kCHF
Crate 2p: 12 kCHF 2p: 12 kCHF
Cables 20 kCHF 10 kCHF
Others 10 kCHF 10 kCHF
Total sum 345.1 kCHF 387.9 kCHF
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Micro Drift Chambers
TDC “D408” (30 units) 40.8 kCHF
Driver “N403” (3 units) 3 kCHF
Controller “N404” (1 unit) 3 kCHF
Controller “K427” (1 unit) 3 kCHF
Total sum 49.8 kCHF
Freon 114 detectors upgrade
Mechanics (2 counters) 20 kCHF Incl. Modification of mechanics of
present Cherenkov counters
Mirrors (4) 0 Existing from present Cherenkov
Photomultiplier (4) 15.5 kCHF w. standard UV-glass window
(Hamamatsu R1587) incl. HV divider
Gas distribution system 3 kCHF
Front-end electronics 12 kCHF 6 channels of FERA ADC
2 channels of Discriminators
1 Linear FIFO module
HV power supply (4 chan) 0 Existing from present Cherenkov
Cabling 1 kCHF
Total sum 51.5 kCHF
Silica aerogel detector∗
Mechanics (1 module) 4 kCHF Incl. Support for module and PM
Silica aerogel (28 tiles) ∼ 2.8 kCHF dim. 150× 100× 25
Photomultiplier (2) 7.8 kCHF w. standard UV-glass window
(Hamamatsu R1587) Incl. HV divider
Front-end electronics 0 Existing from Freon 114 detectors
HV power supply (2 chan) 0 Existing from present Cherenkov
Cabling 1 kCHF
Total sum 15.6 kCHF
∗ Based on estimated price for the Silica aerogel.
No estimate for the manpower included.
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8.2 Time scale for the ApiK experiment
The following strategy can be foreseen for the experiment:
2002 Complete the data taking started in 2001 for the A2pi lifetime measurement with the
10% design precision with the present setup geometry. Installation of the modified
and tested Cherenkov counters, the aerogel counters and the third scintillating fibre
plane. The setup tuning for observation of ApiK .
2003 Installation of the fourth plane SFD and one of the proposed precise coordinate
detectors upstream the magnet. Data taking for the ApiK observation.
2004–2005 Modification of the setup geometry. Measurement of ApiK lifetime and
refinement of the A2pi lifetime to a precision better than 10%
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This section illustrates the procedure for modifying the present setup. It is described
in details to show that it may be achieved with minor effort and tooling.
1. Secondary beam channel, collimator and iron shielding,
vacuum pipe and vacuum chamber
The wide vacuum pipe housing the proton beam line, and the secondary
particles channel:
— attaching the pipe ends (whose axes coincide with the proton beam) to two
temporary supports;
— removing the movable parts of the main support and rotating the wide pipe,
with respect to the proton beam axis, by 14.5◦;
— fixing movable parts of the main support in a new position and removing
temporary supports;
— drilling new holes, at an angle of 14.5◦ with respect to the existing ones, in one
of the flanges of the bellows connecting the target station to the wide pipe, and
assembling the wide pipe with the target station and the proton beam line.
The collimator and the iron shielding:
— opening a small part of the shielding roof;
— removing, with the crane, one fourth of the iron wall;
— installing a wedge-like spacer (the angle of the wedge is 1.5◦) close to the
collimator where part of the wall is removed;
— putting the dismounted pieces of the wall in the new position close to the
spacer;
— removing the spacer, and placing the collimator together with the existing
wedges (5.7◦) next to the reinstalled part of the wall;
— dismounting and putting the next one fourth of the wall close to the collimator.
The vacuum pipe between the collimator and flat vacuum chamber:
— replacing the existing rails of the vacuum pipe with more rigid ones;
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— sliding the pipe on the rails in the new position;
— assembling the pipe and the collimator.
The flat vacuum chamber:
— moving the chamber downstream by 78 mm;
— displacing the chamber by 10 mm to the left size of the coils;
— rotating the chamber, with respect to known axis, by 4◦.
These procedures can be accomplished without crane.
Insertion of a new part between the wide pipe and the flat chamber:
— in order to connect the wide pipe with the flat chamber in the new position, it
will be necessary to put a new insertion.
2. Detectors upstream of the magnet (MSGC, SFD and IH)
MSGC and SFD: these detectors are attached to a common support which is
placed on a platform. Thus, it will be easy to move them in the new position.
IH: this detector has a big support attached to the floor. If a new SFD were installed
the IH would be removed.
3. Detectors downstream of the magnet (DC, VH, HH, C,
PSh and Mu with iron absorbers)
DC, VH and HH: all these detectors are placed on a common platform. Therefore,
it will be sufficient to displace the platform, parallel to the secondary beam axis, by
120 mm and to rotate it by 4◦ with respect to the magnet centre. This procedure
can be done using a crane (after opening part of the roof) and some ad hoc means.
Nevertheless, it would be possible to use only the latter (small fork lifts, jacks and
screws).
C: for these detectors only a rotation of 4◦ will be necessary with respect to the
magnet center. Before this operation, it will be necessary to attach additional jacks
to the counters. In this way, using small fork lifts, it will be possible to move the
counters in order to have the new jacks placed on the existing supports.
PSh, Mu and iron absorbers: The PSh and Mu counters will be just translated
in their own planes, while the iron absorbers will not be moved. It will be necessary
to add some iron bricks on the left sides of both absorbers.
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Appendix B
Micro Drift Chambers as a DIRAC
upstream coordinate detector
Drift chambers play a very important role in the present DIRAC experiment. They
provide track reconstruction with a high efficiency and with high spatial resolution.
Rigid mechanical design, rather simple production technology, nice features of read-out
electronics make the drift chamber technique also attractive for particle tracking between
target and magnet.
The distinctive property of “atomic pairs” is the passage of two charged particles
at a rather small relative distance while detected upstream of the magnet. Therefore,
upstream coordinate detectors have to detect tracks with high spatial resolution and at
the same time to resolve nearby tracks. In the following we propose a design of Micro
Drift Chamber, which combines high space and time characteristics with relatively high
double track resolution.
Let us consider how particles are detected in a drift chamber cell. In case of one
particle, primary ionisation electrons drift to an anode wire and initiate the avalanche
process. This avalanche occupies part of the anode wire (“dead zone”) and inhibits the
detection of another particle close-by in space. An additional limitation arises from read-
out electronics. Even if two particles are detected on the anode wire itself, a later signal
may not be accepted by the multi-hit TDC due to a finite double-hit resolution. These
limitations are fatal only in case of a single plane chamber. An additional plane, shifted
by half a cell width, eliminates not only a left-right ambiguity, but also the double track
resolution problem (fig. B.1). If two tracks cross one cell, one particle is detected by the
first plane and the other by the second plane.
In the same figure a schematic layout of a double plane chamber is presented. Each
plane consists of 32 cells. The cell size is 3×2 mm2, and the sensitive area is 94.5×94 mm2.
The chamber will be operated in a high current avalanche mode, most probably with
the gas mixture Ar(0.33)+ iC4H10(0.66)+H2O(0.01). This will permit to use the present
drift chamber read-out electronics, which has demonstrated perfect operating features.
Drift parameters, time and space resolution of the chamber have been investigated
with help of the GARFIELD simulation package, and the counting rate capability has
been estimated from our “dead zone” measurement.
Drift times (Tdr) and spreads of arrival time (σt) as a function of drift distance are
shown in fig. B.2. The drift time Tdr exhibits rather linear dependence, what is very
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Figure B.1: Schematic layout of a double-plane drift chamber: AW — anode wires, 50 µm
in diameter; PW — potential wires, 100 µm in diameter; C — cathode, Mylar foil, 20 µm
thick. Sizes are measured in mm.
convenient for track reconstruction procedures. The maximum drift time is 26 ns. The
σt value never exceeds 0.5 ns, thus the spatial resolution is better then 30 µm.
The double track resolution of the double plane chamber is illustrated in fig. B.3. The
histograms correspond to two tracks separated by 100 µm in space. The left histogram
corresponds to tracks detected by the first plane, and the right one to tracks detected by
the second plane. The TDC bin width, of 0.5 ns, has been taken into account.
We plan to install the micro drift coordinate detector, consisting of three double plane
chambers, along each coordinate (X and Y ) in the region, where the present upstream
detectors are located. A full track reconstruction near the target should be achievable.
The present drift chamber readout electronics will be utilised.
The most important features of the detector are:
• spatial accuracy σ < 30 µm,
• double track resolution < 200 µm,
• one plane efficiency at beam intensity I = 2 ·1011 protons per spill, due to the “dead
zone” > 98%,
• low multiple scattering: total detector thickness < 5 · 10−3 X0,
• time resolution σ < 1 ns,
• low track multiplicity < 3 tracks,
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Figure B.2: Time features of the drift chamber simulated with help of the GARFIELD
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Figure B.3: The double track resolution of the double-plane drift chamber. The solid
histogram corresponds to track position 450 µm and the dashed one to 550 µm with respect
to the anode wire.
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Main advantages:
• rather simple and cheap production technology,
• inexpensive readout electronics, similar to the read-out electronics used in present
Drift Chambers,
• our long and successive experience in drift chamber technique,
• detector production could be performed by the collaboration,
• total cost of the system, including spare units, will be less than 50 kCHF.
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